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ABSTRACT

The present thesis falls into two parts. The first part consists

of three chapters.

Chapter one sets forth the major features of the semantic

theory known as Axiomatic Semantics conceived of as an autonomous

component of the linguistic theory referred to as Axiomatic Functionalism.

Axiomatic Semantics originates from a doctoral thesis entitled "Functionalist

Semantics; a linguistic theory, with application to Pekingese", Oxford,

1970. A revised version of this dessertation is subsequently published

under the title: Axiomatic semantics, a theory of linguistic semantics,

Scottish Academic Press, Edinburgh, 1979.

Chapter two is concerned with the grammatical description of

prepositions and includes the list of the items we secure the status of

pre position.

Chapter three is devoted to the methodology (i.e. the steps followed

for devising a set of semantic features capable of describing the semantic

properties of the prepositions we attempt to analyse) and its application

to the prepositions "chez" and "en".

The second part of the present thesis is devoted to the application of

Axiomatic Semantics to the grammatical sub-field of French prepositions.

Our description follows a "logical" rather than an alphabetical

order. Prepositions which admit no homonyms are followed by those for

which we have established a certain number of homonyms. These would



come in a dictionary under different entries. The structure of our

description emerges from four different sections:

The first section consists of the examples of the prepositional

usages quoted from the literature. For our sources we have relied on

a wide range of French novels, essays, interviews dating from 1919 to

1971 further supplemented by newspapers, the titles of which appear in

the appendix. It is worth noting that no particular motivation guided

our choice of the literary material except our concern throughout this work,

for providing attested examples. Nevertheless in some parts of our

description (in the case of the prepositions à, de, vu, sur, sous), we

have relied on alternative sources including different dictionaries.

The second section of the description consists of the presentation

by the use of Venn diagrams, of the semantic features said to account for

the denotation of our prepositions.

The third section of the description deals with the actual

discussion of the denotation of each preposition in the light of the

examples provided and the semantic features established. The discussion

is accompanied by brief etymological references where this is deemed

useful.

A final section includes the list of what we have termed

"idiosyncratic usages" of given prepositions.
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INTRODUCTION

Semantics is often looked upon as "le parent-pauvre" of

linguistics, while phonology and grammar seem to be well-established

disciplines within the science of linguistics. Attempts to delimit

the subject of semantics as such, are traced back to the past century.

The term known to us as la "sémantique" and as "semantics" in the

anglo-saxon literature was coined by the French philologist Michel

Brêal in 1883 in an article entitled "Les lois intellectuelles du

langage" (Ullmann, 1959, pi). He designated by this term "la

science des significations" which from Mounin's suggestion (Mounin,

19 72, p8), we would complete by "la science des significations

linguistiques seulement". Our task in the present thesis, has actually

to do with the "significations linguistiques" carrted by prepositions.

The subject of semantics raises the general problem of

communication. For, communication is the issue central to the

function of language. After all is communication not the "raison

d'etre" of language? If so, language in general and its ingredients in

particular will assume the communicative function assigned to language.

Traditional grammarians and even certain modern linguists hold

the view that some constituents of language namely: articles,

conjunctions, prepositions are devoid of this function on the basis that

these have no referents in reality. Our hypothesis is built on the

assumption that the so-called non-referential constituents do fulfil the

communicative function assigned to language. The present thesis constitutes an
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attempt at characterizing the semantics of prepositions. In doing so,

we do allow prepositions the full status of sign except for cases as

illustrated in our description of the preposition "sur".

The functional principle as crystallized under Axiomatic Functionalism

("all features in semiotic sets are functional") raises some theoretical

problems when it comes to the items referred to by traditional grammarians

as post-positions. These are the elements dependent for their occurrence

/ v-

on verbs such as "decider de" , "finir de" , permettre a quelqu'un de" . ..

By functional is meant "separately relevant to the purport of the whole of

which it is a part". That is an entity is functional unless it is opposed

to another entity, or to its absence in equivalent contexts. Let us

illustrate the difficulty raised by post-positions. In the instance

) v. **

"J'ai réussi a_ m'en aller", the presence of "a" is contextually determined
>

for its occurrence by the verb "réussir". This would allow therefore no

commutation of "a" by another preposition in this particular context while

in some others, such a substitution holds as in "Je pars a_une heure"
* »

where "a" commutes with any of "après", "avant", "vers". Roberts

holds a very useful discussion along these lines (Roberts, 19 80). According

to this theory, "a" would therefore be regarded as non-functional in the

first instance ("J'ai réussi J_ m'en aller") and as functional in the second

instance ("Je pars_a_une heure"). Only functional entities are consequently

object of a semantic description.

The importance of prepositions has continuously been stressed in

the literature because of their large number (the list of which remains open),

their very frequent use in the language, and their syntactic function (their

connective function) they assume as a part of speech, although they are

generally reckoned to have only a syntactic status or else they are

referred to as "mot-outils" .

2.



In the following, we shall proceed to some substitutions.

The message conveyed by the syntagm "Je dine a_ huit heures" is

certainly affected by the commutation of one of its constituents

(while keeping the rest of them constant), be it the subject, the verb,

or even the preposition. Surely, "nous dinons a huit heures" differs

in denotation from "je dors a huit heures". Likewise, the

substitution oÇ "a" ?oo "après" in "je dine après huit heures" entails

a new difference in denotation. Following these substitutions, it is

apparently the case that prepositions, as other constituents, do

contribute to the process of communication.

As to our model of description, Axiomatic Semantics is a sign-

denotational approach. Semantics is defined as "the study of the

denotation of signs in language". Denotation is understood as the

"inherent information-value of a sign". The present theory sets out

the definition of the linguistic sign, proceeds to widen the scope of

the term denotatum, and launches the theoretical basis for setting up

homonyms. Embedded in structural linguistics, Axiomatic Semantics

defines semantic relations in terms of set theoretical relations.

Our assumption is that prepositions not only mediate syntactic

relations but also denote relations in reality. Our task consists of character¬

izing the linguistic conventions determining the types of relation

denoted by prepositions. While it is reasonably easy to carry out

semantic description with verbs which denote actions or processes, or

with adjectives which denote qualities, or nouns some of which denote objects

the situation may differ for prepositions which in addition to their

3.



syntactic function (e.g. in "l'enfant joue dans le jardin," "dans"

relates the predicative syntagm "l'enfant joue" to the nominal syntagm

"le jardin"), behave semantically speaking as relators with regard to

two other terms or relata (e.g. the event denoted by "l'enfant joue"

and the location "le jardin" are the relata of the semantic relator

denoted by "dans").

The positions of the relata with respect to the relator, we refer

-to as domain and counter-domain, positions respectively occupied

by the left hand-side and right hand-side terms of the relation.

We shall specify the nature of the relata in terms of entities,

actions, processes, or states. In the above example, the relatum

"l'enfant joue" stands for an action, while "le jardin" stands for an

entity.

Our task consisted of making generalisations on the basis of

specific usages and stating the common semantic denominator of each

preposition in its various occurrences. Here, we were often faced

with considerable difficulties in finding a term appropriate for covering

the totality of the various usages as covered by the preposition.

In the course of setting up semantic features, we made use of

a wide range of notions for describing the semantics of prepositions

) > ^
namely: "coincidence, simultanéité, classe, sphere, ...", the meaning

of which will be made clear in the discussion itself.

As to the problems we faced in this semantic analysis, one

problem worthy of note is that of drawing a sharp line between the

4.



denotation of the preposition with respect to that of other constituents

appearing in the same construction. The discussion of the denotation

of "vers" illustrates such a difficulty.

In the course of setting up semantic features for prepositions,

we have tried to exhaust the largest number of usages covered by each

preposition. This may however not be the case for prepositions as

"a" and "de" given their very large scope of denotations. While it

was relatively feasible to get at the definition of prepositions sutto as

"des, depuis, avant, après ...", by virtue of their homogeneous

usages, it was not the case with the prepositions "a" and "de"

which we have devoted a particular treatment. It goes without saying

that the various semantic relations we assume to hold between

prepositions are based on those defined by Hervey (Hervey, 1979b).

5.



AXIOMATIC SEMANTICS

Our intention, in what follows, is to introduce Axiomatic

Semantics, the approach which has provided the framework for our

treatment, in the present thesis, of some aspects of the semantics of

French prepositions.

Axiomatic .Semantics

Axiomatic Semantics is a sub-component theory of the overall

linguistic theory initiated by J.W.F. Mulder, and known since the early

seventies as Axiomatic Functionalism (J.W.F. Mulder, 1968).

Axiomatic Semantics complements the rest of the theory by adding to it

a component (integrated with the rest), which enables the theory to deal

with conventional aspects of meaning. Thus, the scope of the

semantic theory is logically determined by the scope of the linguistic

theory. The linguistic theory is semiotic in the manner recommended

by Saussure, for under the axiomatic-based approach, "language" is

defined as a particular type of "semiotic system" (i.e. a system of

conventions for communication). The key word to this definition is

"semiotic system", which implies that the system has as its ingredients

entities whose function is to convey information. This, as a matter of

fact, restricts the scope of the semantic theory (which is based on the

tenets and definitions of the linguistic theory), to the information_value

of the entities determined by conventions.

Components of Axiomatic Functionalism

At this stage it is worth calling attention briefly to the rest of

the components of the linguistic theory, determining their role within the

6.



overall theory and their relation to each other. The signum-theory,

regarded as the main component of the theory, establishes the nature

of linguistic entities, whereas the systemology (phonology and grammar)

and the semantics deal with their internal and external deployment

respectively. The internal deployment is to be understood as the

potential for entities to enter into constructional relations with other

entities. Different types of potential constructional relations bring

these entities together within the different sub-systems: phonology

(phonematics and phonotactics) and grammar (syntax and morphology).

The semantic theory focuses its interest on the relation of linguistic

entities with the external world: an operation referred to as "external

deployment". The systemology and the semantics, related via the

signum-theory (also called the ontology), stand as autonomous

sub-disciplines.

To study a semiotic system from the semantic point of view amounts

to studying the semantic conventions of that system. Signs in a

language are entities wholly determined by linguistic conventions, both

in grammar; as to their grammatical distribution and in semantics as to

their informatioruvalue . In this respect, signs are regarded as objects

for two different kinds of description. This is logically entailed by the

fact that the linguistic theory regards grammar and semantics as automous

sub-disciplines as mentioned above (Mulder and Hervey, 1980).
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The dichotomy sign versus symbol

Signs fall under a wider classification of indices (entities which

convey information). Two types of index are distinguished on the

basis of the relation between the form and the information_yalue. A

natural and a conventional type of index depend for their interpretation

on natural laws (causal or co-occurrence) and conventions respectively.

A further distinction is made between signs and symbols as subtypes

of signum. If the information_yalue is wholly determined by

system-bound, fixed conventions, we are dealing with a sign. If

occasional, ad hoc, conventions are involved, we are dealing with a

symbol. Thus, entities admitted to the full status of signs fall

under the scope of Axiomatic Semantics, a theory which deals with

signs in terms of their fixed conventional information_value or

denotation. It is the purpose of Axiomatic Semantics to accommodate

a description of signs of whatever complexity (whether simple or

complex) provided that the sign in question has a grammatical status

and a wholly fixed-conventional information-value in a given language

(or other semiotic systems).

8.



The linguistic sign

Axiomatic Semantics has laid the theoretical foundations for a

semantic description by defining a number of theoretical models

(including utterance, denotatum, and denotation class) to deal with

the notion sign. The models as set up contribute to renewing the

concept of the linguistic sign. Departing from the previously held

view (e.g. Odgen and Richards, 1923) that places the sign in a triadic

relation (sign, sense, referent), Axiomatic Semantics defines this

notion within a four-term relation involving as its terms: linguistic

sign, utterance, denotatum, and denotation class graphically

represented by a rectangle which Hervey calls "the denotational

rectangle" (Hervey, 1980a, p209).

Sign Denotation class

Utterance Denotatum

At this point, it is worth noting briefly some of the alterations

the notion "linguistic sign" undergoes in the theory of Axiomatic

Semantics. As a sign-denotational approach, Axiomatic Semantics

makes use of this notion redefined as: "the conjunction of a class of

equivalent forms with a class of equivalent references". Under

Axiomatic Functionalism, the linguistic sign is viewed as the

9.



conjunction of the expression and the content". That the definitions

are formulated in this way, leads us to the rough equation of "class of

equivalent forms" with "expression" and "class of equivalent references"

with "content". The latter statement suggests that the sign (as a

model), applies to a set of speech facts between which holds a

particular relation of similarity, while the utterance stands as a model

for an individual realisation of that sign. The relation "sign-utterance"

seems to be governed by the "type-token" dichotomy ( taken from Peirce)

whereby the sign stands for the "type" and the "utterance" for the

"token".

By virtue of being exclusive models in the semantic theory

(except for the linguistic sign pervading all three areas of linguistics:

phonology, grammar and semantics), utterance, denotatum and

denotation class are relevant to the content part of the linguistic sign.

A relation of class_to_membership holds between the sign and its

utterances on the one hand, and the denotatum and the denotation class

on the other.

Further notions have to be introduced before considering the

relation denotatum-denotation class. As a model, the utterance has to

account for two vital aspects of speech facts, namely: their acoustic

and their meaning-bearing aspect. These respective functions are

assigned to the relata of the utterance, i.e. the "form" and the

"reference" (further models launched by Axiomatic Semantics).

Underlying the "form" is the acoustic substance, while underlying the

reference there is an object, a quality, a state, an event, a relation ...

10.



Axiomatic S emantics designates these by the term "denotatum" . The

relation "denotatum-denotation class" is the converse of the class-to-

» membership relation between sign and utterance. While the sign "table"

denotes the class of all the tables one can think of, the utterance

"table" denotes a single member of that class. As such, a denotatum

denoted by an utterance is a member of the denotation-class determined

by the sign of which the utterance is a member.

A further point has to be made regarding the notion "denotatum".

It is the contention of Axiomatic Semantics that "denotatum", as a

model, has an aspect that is independent from the utterance which

denotes it. In other words, a denotatum can be abstracted away from

the particular utterance (s) that denote (s) it; out of the context of any

utterance, a denotatum is viewed as a denotable, the entity as it

exists in the world of experience, prior to its being denoted by any

utterance belonging to any sign in a language. The notion "denotatum"

redefined under these terms, opens the door to philosophical debate

(as to its nature), a question which constitutes the object of the

following section.

Having said that language functions as a relator between

linguistic forms and reality, we can now be more specific about the

latter. As far as language is concerned, reality consists of sounds

and "denotables" .

11.



The nature of the denotata

Our approach is involved in a philosophical debate as to the

nature of the "denotatum", a term redefined under Axiomatic Semantics

as an entity (entity taken in the widest sense possible) corresponding

to an utterance, but independent from it. By denotata, is meant,

entities directly or indirectly ostensible as playing a role in the world

of experience. Harre refers to them as "hypothetical entities" and

proceeds to their classification in terms of their nature (Harre, 1970).

The latter classification suggested the philosophical framework to the

present semantic theory.

In this respect, the nature of denotata may range

from "real" entities through "candidates for reality", to "not

candidates for reality", as respectively instanced by the members of

the denotation classes of the signs: "table", "yet_i" and "unicorn".

These are, respectively, entities which may be experienced in the

concrete sense of the term, those which may yet be experienced at

some stage, and those whose status is definitely established as fictional.

Having said in the introduction, that prepositions do have

referents in real life, we may well assume for the time being that their

nature falls within the scope of this classification.

However, we shall not be concerned with this issue in the

present thesis. Suffice it to say, that the notion denotatum thus

conceived, leaves the door open to semantic descriptions based on

Axiomatic Semantics to deal indiscriminately with potential constituents

in language regardless of the nature of their referents.

12.



Semantic relations

We shall devote the following section to an explanation and

illustration of the different semantic relations which may hold between

signs by virtue of relationships between their respective denotation

classes.

That . HypôS of semantic relation may hold between signs

in languages is an issue generally agreed upon as being a language

characteristic. Nevertheless, underlying this principle are the

theoretical assumptions of particular theories which may need to be

set forth before these theories can be applied. This is what will be done

here with regard to Axiomatic Semantics.

Signs in language determine their own denotation classes, i.e.

they are potentially capable of denoting: objects, actions, processes,

qualities, relations ... That respective denotation classes of signs

stand in relation to each other, will account for the relative denotational

properties of signs.

Types of semantic relation including hyperonymy - hyponymy,

paronymy, antonymy, synonymy, and homonymy (which we shall treat

in a subsequent section) are defined here in terms of set - theoretical

relations. We have therefore recourse to Venn diagrams for their

graphical representations. We deemed it useful to define each type of

relation in theoretical terms before proceeding to their actual

identification in the data.

13.



(1) Hyperonymy-hyponymy: is defined as the proper inclusion of

the denotation class of one sign in that of another. A widely used

example of hyperonymy-hyponymy is given in the relation which holds

between the denotation classes of the signs "flower" and "rose",

whereby the wider denotation class of the former (hyperonym), properly

includes that of the latter (hyponym). The converse relation is a

relation of hyponymy, i.e. the sign "rose" is a hyponym of the sign

"flower".

(2) Direct hyperonymy: is defined as the relation of hyperonymy of

a given sign which is not at the same time a hyperonym of any other

hyperonym of the sign in question. As such, signs may have several

hierarchies of increasing generality and have therefore several direct

hyperonyms.

Let "S consider the hierarchy of signs: "horse", "equine",

"mammal", "vertebrate", "animal", (the denotation class of each sign

being included in that of the sign in the position below), only "equine"

"flower" ll
rose

h



is a direct hyperonym of "horse", by virtue of the lowest position of "equine'

in the hierarchy.

(3) Direct hyponymy: is defined as the relation of hyponymy of a

given sign which is not at the same time any other hyponym of the

sign in question.

On the analogy of the hyperonymy relation, a given sign may

have several hierarchies of hyponyms of increasing "specificity", the

highest members of which are direct hyponyms of the sign in question.

Given the sign "equine" and the hierarchy constituted by the

signs "horse", "male-horse", "colt", only "horse" is a direct

hyponym of "equine".

15.



"equine" "horse"

ICI»̂
*

(4) Paronymy: is defined in terms of the proper inclusion of the

denotation classes of two or more signs in that of their common

hyperonym. Paronymy falls into various types.

(5) Overlapping paronymy: is defined as a paronymy with overlapping

denotation classes as exemplified by the colour terms: "orange" and "red"

"red" II

orange
h

denotation class of common hyperonym



(6) Exclusive paronymy: is defined in terms of a paronymy with non-

overlapping denotation classes, such as the relation obtaining

between the signs "rose" and "tulip"; signs whose non-overlapping

denotation classes are found to >be included in that of their common

hyperonym "flower".

"rose" "tulip"

"flower"

(7) Paronymy series; is defined as a paronymy set of three or more

members as exemplified by sets of colour terms. The denotation classes

of the signs "red", "orange", "yellow", " green", "blue", "indigo" and

"violet" are found to overlap in series;

"red" "orange" "yellow" "green" "blue" "indigo" "violet"

17.



(8) Paronymy set: is defined as the sum of the set of two or more

paronyms whose denotation classes exhaust that of their common

hyperonym. Such a relation is instanced by the signs: "stallion" ,

"mare", "filly", "colt" with respect to their common hyperonym "horse".

(9) Synonymy: is defined as the total overlap of the denotation

classes of signs. Such a relation is assumed to hold between the

signs "stallion" and "adult male horse". Synonymy therefore implies

that the denotata members of the denotation class of the sign "stallion"

are simultaneously members of the denotation class of the sign "adult

male horse".

Of the various semantic relations holding between signs as

described, we shall retain the hyperonymy-hyponymy relation as a

basis for the setting up of semantic features of signs. For reasons set

out in detail by Hervey (1979b), only direct hyperonymy-hyponymy

relation will account for the positive characterization of signs. Semantic

features are derived from direct hyperonyms.

II stallion" "adult male horse"

18.



Adequacy of semantic features

The set of semantic features posited to account for the

denotation of the sign subject of a semantic analysis has to fulfil

two conditions of adequacy in terms of the present theory.

The first of these conditions is that there must hold a relation

of synonymy between the sign reconstructed from the intersection of

the denotation classes of the direct hyperonyms of the sign we attempt

to describe and the sign itself. Thus the denotation of our prepositions

is to be reconstructed from that intersection. This being the case, two

possibilities are excluded, namely: that of having a synonym of our

preposition as one of its direct hyperonyms on the one hand, and the

alternative of having the sign itself as a feature for its semantic

characterization. The latter alternative constitutes as it were the

second condition of adequacy, a condition which follows logically from

the first.

Contrary to other approaches of the type of Axiomatic Semantics

(componential analysis), no claim is made as to the universality of the

semantic features arrived at. On the contrary, they are relative to the

language in terms of which they find their definition. This is the reason

why, in the description of French prepositions, semantic features are

couched in terms of the same language (i.e. French).

Nevertheless, it may well be the case that the definitions of our

prepositions apply to equivalent prepositions in other languages. Such

cases have to be regarded as purely fortuitous.

19.



Homonymy

Central to the study of meaning, is the issue of homonymy,

which a linguistic theory of meaning cannot escape. The notion

"homonymy" has undergone, in Axiomatic Semantics, some refinements,

that need to take us, on the one hand, into a brief discussion of the

notions "morph", "allomorph", "homomorph", "form-class" which

account for certain properties of linguistic signs, and of the criteria

posited for the identification of homonyms on the other.

As far as the notion homonymy is concerned, of interest to us

is the formal component of the linguistic sign, also called "form".

As stated earlier, the form relates the sign to its formal properties

(i.e. the acoustic features of the sign in its realisation in actual speech

or in the utterance). The formal theorems included in Axiomatic

Semantics, aim at capturing the different relations which may hold

between a form class (defined as a_ class of formally similar utterances,

i.e. utterances that entail identical phonological properties) and a sign.

Since we assume that any type of set-theoretical relations may hold

between a form class and a sign, we may expect to encounter four

different possibilities, illustrated in the following by means of Venn

diagrams :

20.



Partial intersection:

form class

Proper inclusion:

Disjunction

form class



Total overlap

Four theorems are derived from the relations which may obtain

between a form class and a sign. The Formal Theorem II, of interest

to the notion homonymy, states the possibility for a form class to be

divided among two or more signs. From this theorem, emerges as it

were, the notion "homonymy" itself.

At this stage, it seems worthwhile to introduce the models which

we previously mentioned, and which enable us to draw sharp

distinctions between types of homonym. The class of utterances

which results from the intersection of a form class with a sign, we call

morph (redefined in these terms under the semantic theory, "morph" is

nevertheless equivalent to "morph" as defined in the grammatical part

of Mulder's linguistic theory).

A further distinction has to be drawn between what is referred to

as "unique morphs" and "allomorphs" . Allomorphy, results from the

situation where the number of morphs of a sign is greater than one. For

that, a sign would have to intersect with two or more form classes.
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We regard the various morphs belonging to one sign as allomorphs

of one another.

So far, we have dealt with the situation where one sign

intersects with one or with more than one form class respectively

resulting in unique morphs and allomorphs. We shall now make appeal

to the case where one form class intersects with more than one sign.

The morphs hence obtained are termed homomorphs. The notion of

homomorphy thus arrived at may allow us to define the notion homonomy

in terms of the relation which holds between signs (two or more), with

respect to homomorphy of at least one morph belonging to each of the

s igns.

The notion homomorphy is, as we shall see, decisive of the

type of homonymy. It remains now to specify types of potential

homonyms. These fall into two types: partial and total homonyms.

Total homonymy arises in two sorts of situation:

(1) Homonymy with respect to homomorphy of the unique

morph of sign x with the unique morph of sign Y.

(2) Homonymy with respect to homomorphy of each allomorph

of sign x with one allomorph of sign Y.

We shall use an instance from the English language to illustrate

a case of total homonymy (of the first sub-type). We resort to the

notationjT: " " and £"/ /"J^ to capture respectively the difference
between sign and form class. The signs "hair" and "hare" have unique

morphs, each the result of their intersection with one and the same form



class "/her/". A relation of total homonymy holds between our signs

as their unique morphs are homomorphs of one another. It is worth

calling attention to the fact that our description includes only the

type of homonyms referred to as total homonyms. (For further details

on partial homonymy see Hervey, 1979, pp. 90-93).

The conditions under which homonyms are established in our

description are stated by the theorems referred to as Denotational

Theorems I and II. We shall proceed to a detailed account of these

criteria in the methodology.



DEFINITION OF SCOPE

Before we proceed to the actual description of a certain number

of French prepositions we shall 1) briefly outline their grammatical

status in the language 2) give an account of the methodology used for

arriving at the list of items which we think are potential members of

the class of prepositions.

Prepositions fall under the syntactic category of those

constituents which Axiomatic Functionalism refers to as "functionals" .

The class of functionals includes: relative pronouns, conjunctions, and

prepositions. Internally (with respect to the syntagm of which a

functional is a part ) functionals serve as nuclei of syntactic

constructions (we call them prepositional syntagms); externally they

serve to relate a peripheral constituent (of whatever complexity) to the

nucleus of a higher construction. It is with reference to these syntactic

properties that prepositions are identified within the category of functionals.

Prepositions form a particular subclass which, for French, is identified as

outlined below.

In order to draw up the list of prepositions, we started by first

isolating a set of constituents whose status as preposition is agreed upon

by most grammars namely "chez, en, vers, pendant, durant, depuis, dès

... etc". At the next stage we proceeded to establishing the various

positions where these items occur in constructions. After the examination

of the data, we established a number of positions for these constituents,

using the syntactic models set up by Mulder (Mulder and Hervey, 1980,



(pp.154—157). Members of our initial "core" set of prepositions were found

to stand in a variety of positions:

(1) Nucleus of a functional syntagm that, in turn, is the filler of

an adjunct position in an EPBS as exemplified in "Au cafe, elle se leva"

(2) Nucleus of a functional syntagm that, in turn, is the filler of

complement position in a PBS as exemplified in "Il donne un livre £

Jean" .

(3) Nucleus of a functional syntagm that, in turn, is the filler of

supplement positions: possessive and locative in a nominal syntagm as

respectively exemplified in "L'eau de la riviere" and "La maison dans la

pra irie ".

(4) Nucleus of a functional syntagm that, in turn, is the filler of a

complement position in a copulative predicative based syntagm as

exemplified in "Il est a_ la maison"

(5) Nucleus of a functional syntagm that, in turn, is the filler of

a topic-comment position in a topic-comment syntagm as exemplified in

"Quant a moi, je ne crains pas les bêtes".

On the basis of these positions, we proceeded to commuting the

members of our "core" of prepositions with those of a wider set, i.e. those

on which the various grammars and dictionaries have different views as

to their status of preposition. That the members of the newly examined

set of constituents fall within the scope of the classes of positions set up

for the tested set, allows us to secure these constituents the status of

preposition.

We shall not proceed here to an accurate classification into simple

and complex prepositions. Suffice it to say that the category of items



occurring in the array of positions set out above includes both simple

and complex items which we all classify as "prepositions". We shall

consequently present them to the reader in the most neutral fashion,

i.e. in an alphabetical order.

For obvious reasons of space, we have not undertaken the

description of the totality of prepositions. Rather, we have favoured

the analysis of a subset of the simple (monomonematic) ones at the

expense of the complex ones (for the reasons explained in the methodology),

although a lot would be gained from venturing the semantic analysis of

the latter group of prepositions, a task which so far has been neglected.

Furthermore, we believe that the analysis of the former group of

prepositions would constitute a basis for the latter.

It is worth remembering that the class of prepositions delimited

does not claim to be exhaustive. On the contrary, we shall assume that

it is open ended. It would therefore remain open to apply the present

methodology further for determining other potential members of the class

of prepositions.



THE FRENCH PREPOSITIONS

A.
v

a

afin de
en amont de

après
d'après
en arrière de

auprès de
autour de
ava nt

avant de
en avant de
en aval de
avec

d'avec

B.

au bas de
en bas de
au bout de

Ç_.
a cause de
chez
de chez

jusque chez
comme

en comparaison avec
en comparaison de
par comparaison â
par comparaison avec
sans comparaison avec
a compter de
concernant

a condition de
en consideration de
contre

cote

a coté de
du côte de

sous couleur de
à coup de
sous le coup de
au cours de
en cours de
w

a couvert de
sous le couvert de

D_.
dans
à dater de
de

v.

au deçà de
en deçà de
au dedans de
en dedans de
a défaut de
en dehors de
delà
au delà de
en delà de
aux dépens de
en dépit de
depuis
derrière
des
à dessein de
dessous
au dessous de
en dessous de
au dessus de
en dessus de
devant
au devant de
en devant de
durant

E.

en
,

en échangé de
c j

a l'égal de
a l'égard de
par 'égard pour
à l'encontre de
entre

d'entre
envers

/

excepte
a l'exception de
a l'exclusion de
a l'exemple de
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F.

face a

en face de
du fait de
en fait de
de façon a
faute de
en faveur de
a fleur de
en fonction de
à force de
en forme de

G.

en guise de
grâce a

H_.
histoire de
hormis
hors de

L

a l'instar de
a 1 insu de
a l'intention de

L

jusque
jusqu' a

jusqu' en
jusque dans
jusque sur

L.

au large de
au lieu de

loin de
le long de
a longueur de
lors de

M_.
j

maigre
à la maniéré de
de maniéré a

en maniéré de

manque

manque de
par manque de
en marge de
en matière de
au mépris de
a la merci de
moins

moins de
â moins de
au moyen de
par le moyen de
moyennant

O,
>_ /

a l'oppose de
outre

P.

par

parmi
a part
de part
de la part de
â partir de
pendant
pour

près de
en presence de
au prix de
proche de
au profit de
en proportion de
â propos de
au prorata de
a proximité de

SL.
J

en quajite de
quant a
quitte â
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R.

a raison de
en raison de
au rapport de
en rapport avec
par rapport à
sous le rapport de
a ras de
au regard de
en regard de
a la réserve de
sous la réserve de
au risque de

S.

sans

sauf
selon
au seuil de
au sortir de
sous

par suite de
â la suite de
suivant
sur

en sus de

T.

en tête de
a titre de
â travers

au travers de
en travers de

V_.
vers

en vertu de
vis -a-vis

vis-a-vis de
du vivant de
vu

en vue de



THE METHODOLOGY

Before presenting the description, we shall consider that which

unites the description to the theory, namely the methodology itself.

Having considered the methodology in general we shall consider, in

detail, two of its applications, first to the preposition "chez" and

second to "en".

Our description being based on a sign-denotational theory of

meaning, we shall work on the assumption that prepositions denote

denotata. We shall also look upon these denotata, which happen to be

relations, as being entities, a status which some other approaches would

deny them on the basis that the denotata denoted by prepositions have no

physical concrete existence as let us say objects have. Nevertheless,

the denotata denoted by prepositions play the part of relating objects in

the world of experience. In the instance "des livres sur la table" a

particular relation holds between the objects respectively denoted by the

constituents "livres" and "tables". The information about the fact that

this relation holds is carried by the preposition "sur" for its absence from

the construction would leave out this information. There is therefore

every reason for us to attempt the description of the relations denoted by

prepositions. We shall also assume that relations, as any other items

of experience, are potentially describable in terms of their membership

of the denotation class they belong to. In short, we assume that there

are signs whose denotation classes have, as their members denotata that

are relations (in experiential reality), and that such denotation classes can

be described by normal set-theoretical means.
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Prior to launching any hypothesis about the denotation of a given

preposition we proceed to the examination of the data and the selection

of the contexts of occurrence of this preposition. This selection is

particularly concerned with ensuring that the dimensions (spatial,

temporal and abstract) covered by a given preposition are represented

at least by one example in the list and that those left out cannot

actually be encountered in the data. This operation results in drawing

a list which includes a sample of the most crucial usages of the

preposition in question. Our description is therefore based on the

small, yet representative, corpus of the relevant usages of the

preposition we attempt to analyse.

The first problem we are faced with when we attempt the

description of a given preposition is to decide whether we are dealing

with one sign or with homonymous signs. For the sake of simplicity in

the methodology we have always started with the hypothesis that we are

dealing with one sign instead of a group of homonymous prepositions.

It is worth noting that either way of starting (either one sign or

homonymous signs) is possible provided that the final hypothesis is

tested, i.e. the set of features assumed to account for the denotation of

a preposition would have to fulfil the requirements of adequacy put

forward by the theory. Regarding homonymy, Axiomatic Semantics offers

theoretically-based solutions in as much as Denotational Theorem II

(DT II) and Denotational Theorem III (DT III) have direct repercussions

on setting up homonyms in our description. This, as a matter of fact,

follows from the theory being axiomatic and the theorems being derived

from the set of axioms on which the theory is built.



If homonymy is involved as the result of the variety of ranges of

meanings a preposition may denote and the insurmountable difficulty in

devising a pair of semantic features capable of dealing with these meanings

as though they were denoted by one sign, homonymous signs would have

to be posited and a different set of semantic features would have to be

devised for accounting for the denotation of each of the homonymous signs.

In addition to the usual tests of adequacy which would have to be carried

out on the hypothesised set of features, the putative homonyms must be

treated as separate denotation classes satisfying the conditions laid down

by DT II and DT III.

Before we go any further into the discussion of the methodology, we

shall proceed to a brief exposition of the theorems used in this description

to solve the problems of homonymy. Axiomatic Semantics states that:

"Respective subclasses of one and the same form class do not belong to

separate signs, unless the denotation classes of these signs to which they

are assigned, are non-intersecting" (Hervey, 1979, p. 69). This theorem

can be paraphrased as stating that homomymous signs cannot have

overlapping denotation classes. DT II is built on the assumption that

the hypothesis of homonymy excludes the existence of any close "relatedness"

in meaning between two putative homonyms. If it so happens that the

denotation classes of putative homonyms overlap, these denotation classes

cannot therefore be regarded as two disjunct denotation classes. Rather

they would have to be considered as continuous in one and the same

denotation class. Such a case is illustrated by the signs "affair"

(proceeding) and "affair" (love).
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Regarding Denotational Theorem III, Axiomatic Semantics states

that: "Respective subclasses of a form class x do not belong to separate

signs unless the denotation classes of the signs to which they are

assigned are classes that do not have a direct attribute in common"

(Hervey, 1979, p. 70). DT III can be paraphrased as stating that

homonymous signs cannot have a direct hyperonym in common. This

principle is built on the assumption that if homonymy is involved, then

the entities or classes of entities denoted by one of the homonymous

signs must have no property in common with the entities or classes of

entities denoted by the other homonymous sign. This case is illustrated

by the signs "bait" (lure) and "bait" (encouragement) which cannot be

regarded as homonymous signs as long as they have the feature "incentive"

in common.

Throughout the application of the methodology we have started

with an initial "rough" hypothesis or "hunch" about the range or ranges

of meanings covered by a particular preposition. Faced with the first

example of the list, our task consists of inquiring about the mediating

function assumed by the preposition between the constituents it relates

in the construction where this preposition is embedded. We shall

therefore attempt to isolate the meaning of the preposition with respect

to that of the mediated constituents. In order to formulate an initial

hypothesis about the denotation of the preposition, a hypothesis which is

obviously in need of refinement because based on one single example, we

shall rely on all sorts of factors, the etymology of the preposition included,

useful in providing a "source" for our starting-point. Etymological

considerations provided, as it were, the starting-point in the case of the



prepositions "chez", "en", "parmi" and "outre". The hypothesis launched

is confronted with the next example in the list. If it proves inadequate

for covering the new usage of the preposition, it would have to be refuted.

The example under consideration would therefore count as a refuting

example. Our initial hypothesis would consequently need to be "refined"

by the formation of a further hypothesis taking account of this refuting

example. The resulting hypothesis is further tested against potential

refuting cases. The process may be repeated several times each time

resulting in a "re-shaped" hypothesis until we are satisfied that we have

been left with a hypothesis that is not refuted by available data.

It is worth noting that the final hypothesis which we take for our

"description" of the semantic properties of the preposition remains open

to refutation via counter-examples taken not from the corpus examined but

from a wider one. That our final hypothesis remains hence open to

refutation is conceived in the spirit of a hypothetico-deductive method

as followed throughout this description.

It should be noted that all semantic hypotheses are couched in

hyperonymic terms which necessarily implies a search for appropriate

French terms in which to express the semantic features of the prepositions.

It is, incidentally, worth pointing out that although we happen to

have described each preposition in terms of a pair of semantic features,

we do not exclude the possibility of doing it in terms of more than two

semantic features. The theory does not impose any restriction on the

number of features provided that these are derived from direct hyperonyms.



Indirect hyperonyms are therefore ruled out from our description on the

basis that they do not contribute to a narrow semantic characterization

of the preposition. Nevertheless, the contention that each preposition

finds its definition in terms of a binary set in our description is itself a

hypothesis which remains open to refutation.

After every single example in the list has been examined, we

arrive at a hypothesis which has reached its final stage of refinement

and is ready to be tested. The testing of the adequacy of the semantic

hypotheses involves some considerations to hold in view.

1) For the final hypothesis to be retained as a semantic feature

of the preposition described, it would have to be a direct hyperonym of

this preposition. That is the denotation class of the sign constructed

would have to directly properly include that of the preposition.

Consequently, no intermediate sign should stand as a hyperonym of the

preposition and as a hyponym of the putative hyperonym.

2) The second consideration to hold in view is that of constructing

a sign whose denotation class

a) is in partial overlap with the denotation class of the direct

hyperonym already set up. That is the denotation classes of the direct

hyperonyms of the preposition would have to overlap partially.

b) is wide enough to directly properly include the denotation of

the preposition.

c) produces an intersection with the denotation class of the

direct hyperonym in such a way that this intersection is the denotation

class of a synonymous paraphrase of the preposition. For that, the
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denotation class constructed out of this intersection would have to

include all and only the denotata denoted by the preposition described.

The set of features assigned to the preposition is regarded as

adequate in terms of the present semantic theory if these conditions

happen to be satisfied. It remains to present the results of our

semantic analysis to the reader together with some technicalities

regarding the way it has been presented.

In the presentation of the description we have favoured the

alternative of dealing with prepositions in pairs a) whenever we

identified the semantic relations defined by Hervey, relations between

prepositions including hyperonymy-hyponymy as between the pairs

"pendant-durant" , "avant-devant", " après -derrière" , "envers-avec

(attitude)", paronymy as between the pair "avec (disponibilite)-sans",

synonymy as between the pair " suivant-selon", and homonymy as between

the pair "dans (futur) - dans (inclusion)" etc. , b) whenever sub-meanings

are shared by prepositions as exemplified by the pairs "depuis-des ",

"entre-parmi" , "sur (stimulus)-sous (simultanéité)".

These two principles constitute the basis for our choice of the

prepositions which we have subjected to the present description.

Following our assumptions on homonymy and in the course of

describing French prepositions, we have set up homonyms of the

prepositions "avec", "dans", "sur" and "sous" 5n order to identify the

homonymous signs and keep them separate from one another, we had to

label them. We refer to "avec (disponibilité)" and "avec (attitude)" as
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being homonymous signs on the basis that they would readily be

recognized if their labels included signs which appear in their semantic

features. This ma-y however not be the case for the second homonym of

"dans" which we labelled "dans (futur )". The sign "futur" which

appears in the label is taken from the future tense or "futur" which is

involved in the denotation of this preposition as it will emerge from the

discussion of the denotation of "dans (futur)".

Having presented our methodology in the previous sections, we

give now an account of how it applies to the prepositions "chez" and
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The methodology applied to "chez"

As stated earlier in the methodology, "chez" has to be regarded

as a single preposition instead of a group of homonymous prepositions

each with its own distinctive and semantic identity. Yet, such a

hypothesis may well be refuted at a later stage in the description. In

the case of "chez", our first "hunch" came from considerations of the

etymology of this preposition. The starting-point suggested by the

etymology of "chez" (house = casa) is that this preposition has the

semantic function of relating an object to a locus. But before we proceed

even to the formulation of an initial hypothesis, we must start examining

the relata between which "chez" can mediate. When faced with an

example such as "il fait froid chez vous", we shall focus on the function

of "chez" which consists of mediating a specific relationship between the

circumstances denoted by "il fait froid" and the entity denoted by "vous"

in the overall situation denoted by "il fait froid cVivous . That

is, by attempting to establish what part of the overall meaning of "il

fait froid chez vous" corresponds to the constituents "il fait froid" and

"vous", respectively, we hope to isolate the semantic contribution of

"chez". On the basis of this particular example, we are led to the

conclusion that "chez" serves the purpose of denoting a relation that

localises an item of experience with respect to a locus. Our task now

consists of "refining" a hypothesis that identifies the type of locus in

question.

The etymological "hunch" about "chez" would wrongly suggest that



the denotation of "chez" is equivalent to "a la maison de". We reject

this first hypothesis since it is clearly the case that even our example

of "il fait froid chez vous" is not restricted in denotation to "il fait

froid dans votre maison"; it could equally well cover "il fait froid dans

votre pays", "il fait froid dans votre ville, village, etc." or indeed any

number of other similar syntagms denoting a locus as "votre. . . "

Given the spatial loci that can be involved in the relationship

denoted by "chez" it is clear that one cannot narrowly describe the latter

by reference to a feature "localisation par rapport a une maison".

Furthermore, as we shall see lateç "chez" is also not restricted to cases

involving concrete physical loci, but may involve "localisation" subsumed

under an abstract dimension. A term that suitably generalises and covers

both loci in the spatial and in the abstract one is "domaine". We shall

therefore proceed to a "refined" hypothesis according to which one of the

semantic features of "chez" is "localisation par rapport a un domaine".

At this stage, our hypothesis is that "chez" denoting a relationship

more specific than "dans le domaine x" is not a function of "chez" itself,

but of the surrounding context where "chez" appears as a constituent. It

is, however, a characteristic of constructions containing "chez" (e.g. "chez

vous," "chez Duval", "chez mes chasseurs") that the "domaine" with

respect to which "chez" localises another entity is not, in general, denoted

by a term that is readily recognisable as a locus (e.g. "vous", "Duval",

"chasseurs"). In other words, it would appear to be part of the semantic

function of "chez" to localise entities, not so much "dans le domaine x"

(with x corresponding to the denotation of the constituent that is the
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complement of "chez" in the construction), but rather with respect to

"dans le domaine propre ax". A further "refinement" of our hypothesis

takes into account, therefore, the fact that the "domaine" involved as a

relatum of "chez" is, by virtue of the function of "chez" itself, presented

as the property of someone.

In, for instance, "chez vous" the nature of the "domaine" ranges

from "maison", "domicile", "pays", through "caractère", "habitudes",

"oeuvre", "theorie", etc. (that is to say, a wide range of physical and

intellectual/abstract "domaines"); what remains constant, however, is

the characterisation of these domains as being the properties of o

associated specifically with) the entity denoted by the constituent "vous".
n

Similarly, "chez Duval might have a denotation covering "dans la maison

de Duval", "dans le pays de Duval", "dans le restaurant de Duval",
/

"dans les habitudes de Duval", "dans la theorie de Duval", "dans

l'oeuvre de Duval" and countless others - but what remains constant

throughout is that whatever "domaine" is to serve as the locus for the

relationship mediated (and denoted) by "chez" is characterised as being

a property of (or associated with) the said "Duval".

So far, our hypothesis can be stated in terms of the feature

"localisation par rapport a un domaine propre a une entite".

At this point two further considerations must enter into play. If

"localisation par rapport a un domaine propre a une entite" is to be

regarded as a semantic feature then this term must be a hyperonym (and

not a synonym of "chez"; nor a sign with a partially overlapping denotation

class) with respect to this preposition. We are at this point reasonably
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satisfied that there are no denotata of "chez" (in any of the contexts

where it might be encountered) that fall outside the denotation class of
j

"localisation par rapport .. une entite". Granted that not all cases of

"localisation .. entite" can be expressed by "chez" (e.g. "localisation
/ \ ' s-

d'un evenement par rapport a la période temporelle propre au regne de
/

François I" is subsumed under "localisation .. entite", but not under

"chez", we have therefore reasons to believe that the former is a

hyperonym of the latter (and a direct hyperonvm) as long as we cannot

construct an intermediate term that is both a hyperonym of "chez" and a

hyponym of "localisation par . . . entite" .

The second consideration is to devise a second semantic feature

for "chez" whose denotation class is

/

a) in partial overlap with "localisation . . entite"

b) wide enough to directly properly include the denotation class

of"chez"

c) produces an intersection with "localisation .. entite" in such

a way that this intersection is the denotation class of a synonymous

paraphrase of "chez".

;

That the term "localisation . . . entite" admits all "domaines":

spatial, abstract and temporal while "chez" is restricted to the first two,

allows us to assign "chez" a feature which would specify its extension

over spatial and abstract "domaines" and its non-extension to temporal

"domaines". That is, we would have to mention the spatial and

intellectual domains in our second hypothetical feature and omit the

temporal dimension. It is worth pointing out that this way of characterizing
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the denotation of "chez" does not obviously exclude better ways of

doing it.

This suggests initially, a feature along the lines of "relation
w

par rapport a un domaine spatial ou intellectuel ; as a sign this is
/

certainly in partial overlap with "localisation .. entite", and produces

an overlap which can be reconstructed as the denotation class of a

synonymous paraphrase of "chez". It does not, however, fulfil the

third of our requirement (that of being a direct hyperonym of "chez") -

the denotation class of "relation par rapport a un domaine spatial ou

intellectuel" is too wide (by reason of the fact that "relation" itself has

the widest, and therefore most vague denotation class). "Chez" does

not consequently involve the sum total of relations one can establish in

a spatial or intellectual dimension, but only a subset of these namely

"relation d'inclusion" (all relations denoted by "chez" are "relations

d'inclusion", but not vice versa). This suggests that a more direct

hyperonym (though not necessarily most direct; this remains open to

refutation) of "chez" would be "relation d'inclusion par rapport a un

domaine spatial ou intellectuel" - and it is this that we shall finally adopt

as the second semantic feature of "chez". This will leave the two

features of "chez" as:

w ^ S

1) "localisation par rapport a un domaine propre a une entite"

2) "relation d'inclusion par rapport a un domaine spatial ou

intellectuel" .

Cases such as "Chez Chomsky, la langue est un ensemble de

phrases" are still covered by our definition. The denotation of "chez"
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would be paraphrased here as "dans la théorie de (Chomsky)..".

The reader may test for himself whether the reconstructed

paraphrase "localisation par rapport a l'inclusion dans un domaine
V /

spatial ou intellectuel propre a une entite" is either too narrow or too

wide to capture the denotation of "chez". That is the question to ask

is whether there is an instance of "chez" which could not be paraphrased

by the expression which stands as a synonymous paraphrase of "chez".

It is worth calling attention now to the fact that in the case of

"chez", it was not necessary to contemplate the hypothesis of homonymy

which may well have merged in the course of the description. There was

no need for us to posit homonymy as long as the hypothetical features

assigned to "chez" satisfy the two requirements of adequacy.



The methodology applied to "en"

According to our assumptions with respect to homonymy, we shall

regard "en" as one sign instead of a group of homonymous prepositions.

We shall disregard, at this stage, the hypothesis of homonymy although

it is suggested to us by the wide range of usages this preposition covers

and the resulting difficulty in finding a common semantic denominator

between these usages. It should be remembered that, in the context of

the present description "identifying" the denotation of "en" presupposes

isolating the common core of the meaning of that preposition from the

surrounding meanings of other constituents co-occurring with it in each

and every construction where it is encountered. Given the syntagm

"Je vis en Turquie" we shall attempt to investigate the mediating function

which is assumed by "en" between the constituent "Je vis" and the entity

denoted by "Turquie" in the overall circumstances denoted by "Je vis en

Turquie". The first "hunch" to the semantic function of "en" comes

here again from its etymology. "En" derived from the Latin preposition

"in" used to assume the function of localizing an object with respect to

a spatial locus (Gougenheim, 1957). If so, we may look upon the

constituent "Turquie" as the locus where the event predicated as "Je vis"

takes place. On the basis of this particular example and in the light of

the information provided by the etymology of "en" we shall refine a rough

hypothesis along the lines "localisation par rapport a une dimension

spatiale". Cases such as "en prison, en usine, en classe, en ville,

en montagne etc. ." are subsumed under the spatial dimension which

includes every instance of a physical concrete type of locus.
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The provisional feature devised for accounting for the denotation

of "en" on the basis of the first example proves far too narrow for

handling other types of location achieved by "en" since other examples

show that this location is not restricted to the spatial dimension but

extends to the temporal and the abstract dimensions as respectively

J /
illustrated by the syntagms "si le voyageur arrive en_ete" and "Que

pouvait-elle voir en moi?" Cases such as "en 1984, en Juin, en ce

jour etc.." are subsumed under the temporal dimension whereby "en"

relates an event to a moment-in-time. In an instance such as "Que

pouvait-elle voir en moi?" "en" relates an event to the constituent "moi"

identified either as the physical concrete locus, i.e. the body of the

entity denoted by "moi" or identified as an abstract locus, i.e. the

personality, the habits, the character etc. of the entity in question,

to the event. It seems that, here again, we would have to appeal to the

notion "domaine" as we did for "chez" that is the notion relative to

which an object finds its location. We shall therefore assign "en" the

feature "localisation par rapport a un domaine spatial, temporel ou

abstrait" .

In order to be regarded as a feature of "en", the term "localisation

par rapport a un domaine" must fulfil the requirement of being a direct

hyperonym of this preposition. This is the first consideration to hold

in view in the process of devising the first feature of "en". A denotation

class wide enough to include all denotata denoted by "en" , when it comes

to the type of location in question and narrow enough to directly properly

include just these, is that of the hyperonym "relation d'inclusion par



rapport a un domaine", a term which stands as a direct hyperonym of

"en" as long as there is no intermediate sign which is a hyperonym of

"en" and a hyponym of "relation d'inclusion". That the term

"localisation" is itself a hyperonym of "relation d'inclusion" , seems

to be a further reason to disregard the former term as a direct hyperonym

of "en". We shall omit to mention in the feature "relation d'inclusion

par rapport a un domaine1 which we retain, on this basis, as a final

hypothesis (though it remains open to refutation), the extension of the

"domaine" to the three dimensions as stated earlier on. The same

strategy is used for the preposition "depuis", one feature of which we

expressed as "relation de coincidence" without the specification of any

dimension since the denotation of this preposition covers them all.

It is the contention of Axiomatic Semantics that lexical items

should find their definition in terms of semantic features rather than

synonyms. (The latter may or may not be known by the reader). In

doing so, Axiomatic Semantics proceeds analytically in as much as it

starts decomposing the meaning of an expression into its features and

ends in reconstructing it out of its components. This is how the setting

up of the second feature finds its justification in the present description.

The second consideration to hold is to construct a sign whose

denotation class

(a) is in partial overlap with "relation d'inclusion par rapport a un

domaine"

(b) is wide enough to directly properly include the denotation of "en"
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(c) produces an intersection with relation d'inclusion par rapport a

un domaine" in such a way that this intersection is the denotation class

of a synonymous paraphrase of "en".

The second feature of "en" is suggested to us by the examination

of further examples. It seems that "en" denotes the notion

"circonstances" under which are subsumed not only the location of an

event in terms of the spatial, temporal and abstract dimensions as it

emerged from the examination of previous examples, but also the

conditions under which an event is achieved as it emerges from cases

such as "je sortis en bafouillant" , " . . cela ne se fit pas en un jour",

"en parcourant Alger, ils découvraient tout" and "la rivière en u

"Circonstances" is therefore a term which we shall use in the second

feature of "en" on the basis that it is general enough to cover the above

usages of "en". A suitable feature of "en" in this case would be
/

"specification par rapport aux circonstances" , the latter sign being in

partial overlap with "relation d'inclusion par rapport a un domaine" . The

function of "en" would therefore consist of relating various circumstances

to a "domaine" whose nature ranges from spatial, temporal through abstract,

a "domaine" where these circumstances happen to be included. Similarly

to other prepositions here described, the features assigned to "en" are

the result of a long process which consists of examining the examples

provided by the data, selecting the most crucial ones, launching

hypotheses on the basis of these examples, refuting them in case they

conflict with the data by means of counter-examples until the features

arrived at fulfil the requirements of adequacy laid down by the theory.
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Regarding the first condition of adequacy, we are reasonably

satisfied that the features devised for describing the denotation of "en"

are direct hyperonyms of this preposition. According to the second

requirement of adequacy, the denotation of "en" must be reconstructed

from the intersection of the denotation classes of its direct hyperonyms.

On the basis of the features devised:

(a) relation d'inclusion par rapport a un domaine' (b)"specification

par rapport aux circonstances" "specification par rapport aux circonstances

incluses dans un domaine" would stand as a synonymous paraphrase of

the denotation of "en". The latter hypothesis remains, here again,

open to testing.
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VERS

PREPOSITIONAL USAGES

(1) Je courus vers la mer . . .

(Sagan, p42).

(2) .. soudain, le chauffeur étendit le bras vers l'horizon ...

(Malraux, p49).

(3) Cela seul compte : son ascension vers le sénat ...

(Mauriac, pl3).

(4) .. la-bas, vers Sisteron, des touffes de chiens hurlaient .. .

(Giono, p93).

(5) Vers midi venus de lointains continents, un troupeau de cerfs
nous croisent . . .

(Camus, pl81).

(6) Le visage de l'autre était tourne vers le sol . . .

(Malraux, pll5).

(7) Tout le portait vers Ismene . . .

(Anouilh, p!36).

SEMANTIC FEATURES

vaguement
délimitée.

Localisation

par rapport
a une sphere

temporelle ou
abstraite.

dans une

dimension

spatiale,

)
Specification
d'une direction

II
vers
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- DISCUSSION

VERS

We shall turn our attention now to an investigation of the

denotation of "vers". The vagueness as to the loca lijaVion achieved

by this preposition is handled in our description in terms of "sphere
y

vaguement delimitee". Let us place this "sphere" in the appropriate

dimensions. The localijqhon may take place in the spatial, the

temporal or the abstract dimension as respectively illustrated by our

prepositional syntagms vers la mer .. ", vers midi and

"
.. vers Ismene

<- S /
The notion "sphere vaguement delimitee" is understood as an

"area" of which the limits remain imprecise. In other words, as far

as the denotation of "vers" is concerned we may fail to know with

accuracy the "point de coincidence" of our relata. Thus, the

entity relative to which the locaH^ohkn is achieved spreads in space,

in time or in the abstract.

The temporal dimension best illustrates this situation. The

syntagm ". . vers midi . . " can roughly be understood as "a midi U
o

des midi U depuis midi U avant midi" . The only alternative which is

excluded from this is "après midi" , for the period of time covered by
C

"vers" does not go beyond "midi" but is rather included in the "sphere"

delimited by the seconds, the minutes or the hours which precede "midi"

in time. In this case, "vers" does not provide any further

specification as to the localijqVicn which its denotation involves.

Suffice it to say that it points to the "sphere" inside of which our
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"point de coincidence" may fall. This is what the semantic feature
y

"specification d'une direction" attempts to capture.

As the notion "direction" appears to be included in the

denotation of "vers", it seems to imply that the denotation of "vers"

already carries the idea of movement. It is however true that "vers"

also very often occurs with, as seen in our examples , nouns

("ascencion") or verbs ("courir, etendre, tourner, porter") denoting a

movement. We shall deal with instances where such constituents occur

as cases of semantic congruence.
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PENDANT

PREPOSITIONAL USAGES

(1) pendant votre abscence, j'agirai."
(Mauriac, p64).

(2) Elle tricotera pendant toute la tragédie . ..

(Anouilh, pl36).

(3) . . pendant plusieurs jours, aucun ne parla.
(Malraux, pl7).

(4) Pendant quelques minutes, la salle a grande allure.
(Camus, p40).

(5) "L'autre" est bien tranquille pendant ce temps-la . .

(Obaldia, pl55).
S /s

(6) C'est très utile, si l'on est égaré pendant la nuit.
(Saint-Exupéry, p412).

(7) La route 'était bordee d'arbres pendant un kilometre.

SEMANTIC FEATURES

Relation de
coincidence

par rapport a
une action,

/

un procès ou
^état.

Relation dans
une dimension

temporelle ou

spatiale.

" pendant"



DURANT

PREPOSITIONAL USAGES

J
(1) Durant les répliqués .. des ombres apparaissent ...

(Montherlant, p219).

(2) J'ai longtemps réfléchi durant ces mois d'hiver ...
(Gide, pl30).

(3) Durant ce voyage . . a-t-elle beaucoup souffert?
(Mauriac, p45).

/ \ -A
(4) Durant un long moment, vous me laissez faire tempete.

(Montherlant, pl49).

(5) Durant la longue route, j'avais essaye d'engager la conversation
(Gide, pl2).

(6) "Mon pere": durant toute ma jeunesse, ces mots me faisaient
vibrer.

(Montherlant, pl44).

(7) Bien la peine d'avoir veille jour et nuit . . durant sa scarlatine . .

(Obaldia, p!53).

SEMANTIC FEATURES

Relation de
coincidence

temporelle
ou spatiale
par rapport
a une action,
un procès ou
'état.

Relation de
■ / s

simultané lté

par rapport a
un laps de temps.

"durant"
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DISCUSSION

PENDANT AND DURANT

A common denominator to the denotation of "durant" and "pendant"

is the notion "coincidence" deemed wide enough to cover both dimensions

namely: the spatial and the temporal. We regard "coincidence" with
y > ^

respect to the temporal dimension as "simultanéité par rapport a un laps

de temps". Our example "Elle tricotera pendant toute la tragédie"

illustrates the case where the action of knitting extends over the period

of time delimited by an entity namely: (the performance of) the tragedy.

The question may arise as to whether we are dealing with a continuous

y '
"simultanéité" of the action with respect to the "laps de temps" delimited.

Regarding the examples cited, the constituent "tout" provides an answer

to the question. Other cases may arise as in our example "Il est sorti

pendant l'entr'acte" where the action by virtue of being short entails only

a partial "coincidence" with the period of time covered by the "entr'acte".

In short, "pendant" is indeterminate with regard to continuous simultaneity

or partial temporal coincidence. The same is true for "durant".

y
"Durant" roughly paraphrased as "pendant la duree de" is more

likely to denote the entire coincidence of the relata. Yet, the fact that

"durant" is followed by "tout" in the instance " Mon pere , durant

toute ma jeunesse, ces mots me faisaient vibrer", shows that for "durant"

also the question of the entire coincidence turns out to be a matter of

context and does not consequently affect the denotation of our prepositions.

Be that as it may, the issue of interest to our description is the existence

of an overlap between the denotation classes of "pendant" and "durant"

with respect to the temporal dimension.
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The example "la route bordee d'arbres pendant un kilometre",

shows that "pendant" can also denote "Relation dans une dimension

spatiale", while "durant" cannot be a surrogate for "pendant" in this

context. Here, "pendant" is more likely to be a surrogate for "sur",

as it appears in the instance "Ce sont de grands travaux qui recouvrent. .

la cote sur une dizaine de kilometres", hence providing an indication as

to the extent of space covered by the trees. This being the case,

"pendant", is wider in denotation than "durant". This seems to us

suggestive of the hypothesis that "pendant" and "durant" stand in a

hyperonym-hyponym relation. Thus, one of the direct hyperonyms

of "durant" namely: " relation de coincidence temporelle ou spatiale

par rapport a une action, un procès ou un état" happens to be a

synonymous paraphrase of one of the denotation of "pendant".
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DEPUIS

PREPOSITIONAL USAGES

/ v.
(1) Pourtant, depuis deux minutes deja, je l'attendais ...

(Sagan, plll).

(2) "Il faut tout reprendre depuis le commencement ..."
(Mauriac, p25).

(3) Mon pere avait quarante ans, il était veuf depuis quinze . . .

(Sagan, pl4).

(4) On cherche en vain des paysages dans la grande littérature
européenne depuis Dostoievski.

(Camus, pli 3).

(5) Bernard lui a crie depuis le jardin . . .

(Mauriac, p73).
y

(6) "Est-ce par hasard qu'on les retrouve ces révolutionnaires
du Yiddishland en tous les lieux d'incandescence de la revolution
écrivent-ils depuis les barricades de Lodz et le soviet de
Petersbourg en 1905?"

(Le Monde, p8).

(7) Les insectes eux vivaient de la foret, depuis les boules noires
et les fourmis . . jusqu'aux araignées . . .

(Malraux, p6 6).

SEMANTIC FEATURES

Localisation
du

prolongement
d'une action,d'un

procès ou
état par rapport
a son

déclenchement
antérieur.

Relation de
coincidence

"depuis"
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DES

PREPOSITIONAL USAGES

(1)

(2)

(3)

ils se couchèrent des neuf heures.

(Mauriac, p59).

des les premiers mots il m'interrompra . . .

(Mauriac, p38).
/ /

des le potage naissait le débat imbecile ..

(Mauriac, p79).

(4) L'evenement, le paradoxe, le coup de theatre s'imposent des
la preface . . .

(Le N. 0.n° 547, p59).
?

(5) Une sorte de ravissement intérieur vint des lors remplacer
ses doutes ...

(Gide, p5 2).
/

(6) Des l'aube j'étais dans l'eau ...
(Sagan, pl5).

/
(7) Des dix heures du matin . . le stade était investi par les militants

du P.C. ...

SEMANTIC FEATURES

Localisation
d'une action,
d'un procès
ou 'état par
rapport au
point de son

déclenchement.

Relation
de coincidence
dans une

dimension

spatiale ou

temporelle.

"dés"
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DISCUSSION

DEPUIS AND DES

We have set out the definition of the denotation of "depuis"

in terms of the following semantic features "localisation du

v_ / V_
prolongement d'une action, d'un procès ou d un état par rapport a son

de'clenchement antérieur" and "relation de coincidence".

This preposition includes the information as to when or where

actions, processes, or states have started. Our use of the past has

/ /
to do with their "declenchement antérieur" which coincides with a

moment in time, or a location in space or in the abstract dimension.

The temporal dimension involves: a) the beginning, b) the extent

over a lapse of time, c) the end of actions, processes, or states. We

believe that as far as the denotation of "depuis" is concerned, the first

two terms (beginning and extent over a lapse of time) are determinate,

while the last (the end) remains often indeterminate. Let us examine

the instance ".. il était veuf depuis quinze (ans)". This state started

fifteen years ago, a lapse of time which we also regard as the span of time

over which it extends. As for the end of this state of affairs, we are

left with the assumption that it continues in,and beyond, the present time.

Although the substitution of " pendant" for "depuis " is not always

possible in all contexts, it is worth considering in this particular

instance. "Pendant quinze ans" suggests that the end of the state

coincides with the period of time covered by "quinze ans". In the case

of "depuis", such specification (if any), is carried by other constituents



(e.g. "jusque") as it is in the syntagm depuis une heure

jusqu 'a deux heures".

v_

With a view to characterizing the denotation of "des" , we find

it appropriate to oppose this preposition to "depuis" in our discussion,

since their respective denotations involve roughly similar notions.

However, there seems to be a restriction on the dimensions denoted by

"des" (temporal and spatial), as compared to "depuis" which covers

them all.

Contrary to "depuis", the locai^obon achieved by "des", is

concerned with the beginning of actions, processes, or states

C
regardless of their duration, or their end. The substitution of "des"

■for "depuis" in the instance "Des l'aube, j'étais dans l'eau" may

highlight the respective values of each preposition: "des" deals with

the locali^ahctf of the event "j'étais dans l'eau", the trigger (or "point
/

de declenchement") of which coincides with "l'aube", while "depuis"

suggests that the event in question has been continuing for a while,

having started at a particular moment ("l'aube").

The temporal dimension may not readily be identifiable in cases

the context fails to carry a specification of time as exemplified in

"des les premiers mots" or "des le potage". The identity of the

dimension concerned is nevertheless revealed if we proceed to the
n *—

substitution of "des "^or the syntagm "au moment ou commence or

else "a l'endroit ou commence" respectively pinpointing the difference

between the spatial and the temporal dimensions.
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PARMI

PREPOSITIONAL USAGES

y ^
(1) Il avait vécu parmi les indigenes.

(Malraux, pl5).

(2) Je cherchai, parmi les étoiles et les constellations, les chariots
(Beckett, p55).

(3) Et le loyalisme est fort, parmi ceux qui osent monter par ici.
(Malraux, pl05).

' *

(4) (c'étaient) . . deux danseuses parmi les plùs pures qu il connut.
(Malraux, pl85).

(5) Je vais me promener tous les jours parmi la confusion d'un
grand peuple . . .

(Camus, p28).

(6) Et, parmi ce grand silence, on voyait les regards revenir . .

vers le Ville-de-Naples . . .

(Benoît, p29).

(7) Jusqu'à me dire que le fait qu'il (l'enfant) se forme parmi
l'épreuve est quelque chose d'heureux.

(Montherlant, pl54).

SEMANTIC FEATURES

Localisation

par rapport a
une classe

délimitée par
une ou

plusieurs
entités.

Relation d'une
entité' a une

classe qui
l'entoure.

"parmi"
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ENTRE

PREPOSITIONAL USAGES

7

(1) j ' entre l'epicerie et la maison . . je vis luire . . de petites
étoiles.

(Giono, pli).

(2) "Rien d'important entre 1908 et la guerre".
(Malraux, p31).

(3) Il y a entre la mort et moi un vieux Contact . . .

(Malraux, pl50).

(4) Entre seize et vingt ans, en effet, les jeunes Oranais . .

empruntent leur modèle d'élegance au cinema Américain.
(Camus, 24).

(5) Claude marchait entre les pilotis qui soutenaient les paillotes.
(Malraux, p89).

(6) Cet officier est un fidele entre les fideles.
(Le N. O. , n349, p22).

(7) Dans la ville poussiéreuse entre toutes, le caillou est roi.
(Camus, p29).

SEMANTIC FEATURES

Localisation
»■

par rapport a
deux entites

ou a une classe
délimitée par
plusieurs
entités.

"entre"

Relation d'une
entite a" d'autres
qui l'entourent
dans un continuum
ou une classe.
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DISCUSSION

PARMI AND ENTRE

The difference in denotation between "parmi" and "entre" is

stated in terms of the number of entities relative to which a given item

of experience is localised Yet, both prepositions seem to involve a
y

relation of "entourant-entoure" .

When it comes to "parmi", the "entourant" is characterised by

a class, whereas in the case of "entre", it is characterised as either

a continuum or a class. What seems peculiar to "parmi" (which involves

only the notion class), is that the "entourant" in question may be

delimited by a single entity as in "Et parmi ce grand silence . . . ",

while in other cases, a class is delimited by more than one entity as

/
in "Il avait vécu parmi les indigenes." Having said that "parmi"

y

involves a relation of "entourant-entoure", the item to be localised is

presented as being surrounded by the entity or entities delimiting the

class, in which case, the relatum "silence" in the above example, would

have to be conceived of as surrounding the item localised relative to it.

This is even consistent with the etymology of "parmi" equated with

"au milieu de" (Grevisse, 1949, p758).

As far as "entre" is concerned, we are dealing with the

local of an item of experience in terms of two entities within a

continuum as in la region de Ben Slimane, situee entre Rabat et

Casablanca", or in terms of a class delimited by more than one member

as in "Claude marchait entre les pilotis By continuum is meant

a succession of in themselves non-discrete elements, whether these
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/>

take place in the spatial dimension as in entre l'epicerie et la

maison", or in the temporal dimension as in . entre 1908 et la

guerre" , or in the abstract dimension as in ".. entre la mort et moi.. " .

When we are dealing with "entre", the emphasis is placed not

y

only on the relation " entourant-entoure " , equally denoted by "parmi",

but also on the relation of the item of experience to be locate with

the entity or entities relative to which it is located . This is

expressed as "relation d'une entite a d'autres qui l'entourent dans

un continuum ou dans une classe".
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AVANT

PREPOSITIONAL USAGES

(1) Me laisserez-vous lui parler avant son depart?
(Gide, p99).

(2) Anne ne devait pas arriver avant une semaine.
(Sagan, p23).

y /
(3) J'ai ete fille avant toi.

(Anouilh, pl39),

(4) Je suis le maitre avant la loi.
(Anouilh, pl98).

(5) Fawzia Assad, copte, orthodoxe, avant tout Egyptienne, nous
raconte sa vie romancée.

(Le N. 0.n°547, p!7).
/

(6) Le soleil descend, est absorbe par la brume bien ava nt l'horizon.
(Camus, pl74).

(7) Il va falloir te laver les pieds avant de te remettre au lit.
(Anouilh, pl39).

SEMANTIC FEATURES

Relation
j '

d'antériorité/
priorité.

Specification
relative.

"avant"
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APRES

PREPOSITIONAL USAGES

(1) Apres dîner, nous nous allongeâmes dans des fauteuils ...
(Sagan, pl7).

(2) Eisa monta se coucher après une foule de questions .. .

(Sagan, p20).

(3) "Tu ne peux imaginer cette délivrance apreli l'aveu, après le pardon.
(Mauriac, p2 2).

(4) Mais ce cri, porte jour après jour par les vents abordera enfin . . .

(Camus, pl79).

(5) Ce£yril est gentil gaxpon, après tout?
(Sagan, p74).

y L /
(6) . . la reine a pose ses aiguilles . . après avoir termine son rang . . .

(Anouilh, p210).
c_

(7) Mais après la Poste on a vu que l'un de ces pavillons .. brillait .. .

(Celine, p63).

SEMANTIC FEATURES

Relation de

postériorité/
succession.

z
Specification
relative.

après
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DISCUSSION

AVANT AND APRES

<w

The discussion of the denotations of the pair "avant-après" seems

to take us into that of "devant-derriere" followed by that of "avant-devant"

and " après -derrière" .

/ / / / /
The notions "anteriorite/priorite" and " posteriorite/succession"

oppose respectively "avant" to "après", "devant" to "derrière", but

also "avant" to "devant", and "après" to "derrière".

Before we proceed to the exposition of what we conceive to be

the difference in denotation between "après" and "avant", a brief

terminological point needs to be made as to our lumping together the

/ / / //
notions "anteriorite/priorite" on the one hand, and "posteriorite/succession"

on the other.

/ / / /
We shall take the view that "antériorité" and "postériorité" remain

in themselves inadequate notions for getting at a close semantic

characterisation of the pairs of prepositions mentioned above and that

they consequently need further specification via the notions "priorité"

and "succession". It now remains to specify how the notions "priorité"

and "succession" apply respectively to the denotations of "avant" and

"après".

The denotations of "avant" and "après" involve the sequential

order of items of experience as to their occurrence in time (as in

v, A
"après diner. . "), in space (as in "après la poste.."), or in the

v

abstract (as in " . .après tout. . ").
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We may be allowed to view our items of experience as standing

in "positions" relative to each other. In this respect, our

prepositions assume the function of specifying the order of occurrence
v_

of the items of experience (related via "après" and "avant"), giving the

priority to one or the other.

We think our assumption best illustrated in cases where we are

/
dealing with actions as relata (as exemplified in " . . la reine a pose

)
ses aiguilles .. après avoir termine son rang ..."). The substitution

of "après".fop "avant" in this context is the most revealing. The

construction carrying "avant" as a constituent, would suggest that the

event predicated as "la reine a pose ses aiguilles" is prior to that

predicated as "avoir termine son rang", while "après" appearing in the

same construction would give priority of occurrence to the relatum

y >
specified as "avoir termine son rang" over " . . la reine a pose ses

aiguilles . . " .

The abstract dimension may provide us with another case of

priority namely order of merit, whereby an entity has precedence over

another as exemplified in "II fait passer son intérêt avant celui des

autres ".

A further remark needs to be made regarding the preposition

"avant de". In our view, "avant de" is simply a variant of "avant".

In all cases, "avant" is syntactically determined by a substantive (as
;

shown in our examples "avant son depart, avant une semaine, avant

la loi, avant l'horizon, avant tout ..."), while "avant de" is determined

by a predicative (as in "Il va falloir te laver les pieds avant de te
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mettre au lit"). There seems to be a good reason for us, therefore,

to treat "avant de" as a contextual variant of "avant".
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DEVANT

PREPOSITIONAL USAGES

J
(1) Devant la mer noyee, je marchais .. .

(Camus, pl44).

(2) .. il mit sa main devant son front, comme pour s'abriter de
de la clarté de la lampe.

(Gide, p75).

(3) Elle se revoit,-ce soir - la, assise dans sa chambre, devant
la fenetre ouverte . . .

(Malraux, p73).

(4) Il était la", devant son aire . . .

(Giono, p69).

(5) "Devant vous je suis seul et les mains nues".
(Le N. O. , n° 363, p74).

(6) La culture enfin recule devant les loisirs . ..

(Le N. O. , n° 279, p34).

(7) Vous n'avez peut-etre qu'une nuit devant vous . ..

(Montherlant, pl97).

SEMANTIC FEATURES

Specification
relative par
rapport a y

l'antériorité/
priorité.

Relation dans
une dimension

spatiale ou
abstraite.

"devant"
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DERRIERE

PREPOSITIONAL USAGES

V.

(1) .. il me semblait marcher derrière quelqu'un .. .

(Camus, pl49).
/ / ^

(2) Une fois, je m'étais cachee derrière une porte ...
(Anouilh, pl87).

(3) Derrière les grandes glaces, glissaient .. des autos silencieuses
(Mauriac, p55).

/ e
(4) Nous n'étions donc plus rien qu'entre nous? Les uns derrière

les autres ? y
(Celine, p20)

(5) .. ils découvraient le roi . . ratatine derrière un fût d'hydromel ..
(Obaldia, pl8).

(6) J'aurais du deviner sa tendresse derrière ses pauvres ruses
(Saint-Exupéry, p435).

équilibré que no
(Camus, pllO).

a / / ,

(7) .. nous rêvons d'un équilibré que nous avons laisse derrière nous

SEMANTIC FEATURES

/
Specification
relative par

rapport a la
postériorité/
success ion.

Relation
dans une

dimension

spatiale ou
abstraite.

"derrière"
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DISCUSSION

DEVANT AND DERRIERE

We shall set out in the following paragraphs some of the

distinctions that may be drawn between the denotations of "devant"

and "derrière".

As far as these prepositions are concerned the notions

"anteriorite/priorite" and "posteriorite/succession" may have some

other implications which we gather would end in distinguishing these
o

prepositions from one another, in the first place, and then from "après"

and "avant".

<_

We may view the relations denoted by "devant" and "derrière"

as involving "plans" relative to which items of experience find their

location in terms of background and foreground. "Derrière les grandes

glaces, glissaient .. des autos silencieuses" is an example which we shall

use for illustrating this situation. The spatial area as involved here,

is found to be divided amongst the entities "les grandes glaces" and

"des autos silencieuses". "Derrière" will therefore assume the function

of specifying the distribution of these entities in terms of foreground and

background. Foreground and background are found to be respectively

occupied by the relata designated as "les grandes glaces" and "des

autos silencieuses". We are in fact, dealing here, with the location

of an action ("glissaient .. des voitures") in its performance with respect

to the foreground.
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When it comes to the pairs "avant-devant" and "après-derrière"

we shall take the view that a relation of hyperonymy-hyponymy holds

between each of the pairs. Therefore, one of the direct hyperonyms of

"devant" and "derrière" are respectively synonymous paraphrases of

the denotations of "avant" and "après".

A last point worth making is that the restrictions imposed on the

dimensions as denoted by "devant" and "derrière" (spatial and abstract),

stand as a further clue for drawing the line between the denotations of

these prepositions with respect to their other direct hyperonyms which

cover all three dimensions.
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OUTRE

PREPOSITIONAL USAGES

/ /
(1) Outre les utilisateurs deja cites, il y en donc beaucoup d'autres.

(Le N. O. ,n° 547, p3).
/ y

(2) Il convia pour cette ceremonie, outre ses nombreux amis, les
critiques eminents de l'epoque.

(Obaldia, p48).

(3) Outre son travail régulier, il fait des heures supplémentaires.

(4) Outre notre education, Mme Rezeau aura une grande passion:
les timbres.

(5) Outre leurs enfants et une cousine, ils logent une amie de la
famille.

(6) Outre leurs photographies, les deux jeunes gens avaient echang'e
leurs confidences.

(7) .. elle (la salle) pouvait contenir outre les douzes cents deputes,
quatre milliers d'auditeurs.

SEMANTIC FEATURES

Localisation

jpar rapport
a une classe

Adjonction d'une
entite qui dépasse
les limites d'une
classe.

"outre"
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AU DELA DE

PREPOSITIONAL USAGES

(1) Ce chemin .. se mue, au delà d'Arqelouse, en sentiers
sablonneux .

(Mauriac, p29).

(2) .. le soleil enfume rendait plus sales, au delà du balcon,
les facades mortes.

(Mauriac, p49).

(3) Le lycee, au delà de mon temps d'epouse .. m'apparaît comme
un paradis.

(Mauriac, p26).
u

(4) .. au delà de lui, je voyais l'oeuvre a faire.
(Montherlant, pl38).

(5) .. mais il est tellement au delà de ce que je saurais dire ...
(Mauriac, p68).

(6) Je me dis qu'il existe pourtant une joie au delà de cette joie.
(Mauriac, p5 2).

(7) C'est une personne d'ordre qui tient a" ne pas aller au delà,
.. du devoir.

(Gide, p77).

SEMANTIC FEATURES

Localisation

par rapport
a une sphere.

Relation du

dépassement des
limites d'une
sphère établie
dans une

dimension

spatiale, temporelle
ou abstraite.

"au delà de"
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DISCUSSION

OUTRE AND AU DELA DE

The fact that "outre" (derived from the Latin word "ultra"

functioning as a preposition and as an adverb) could originally be

substituted for "au delà de" in the context of a spatial location

allows us to deal with "outre" and "au delà de" side by side in our

discussion. Although "outre" has departed from this original usage,

the latter is fossilized in expressions such as "outre-Meuse",

"outre-Rhin", "outre-mer", "outre-tombe" (Grevisse, 1949, p758).

The difference in denotation between "outre" and "au delà de"

is, we think, best captured in terms of an opposition between the notion

"classe" and the notion "sphere" which define respectively the denotation

of "outre" and that of "au delà de" . As to the relation which may hold

between the constituents "ses nombreux amis" and "les critiques

/ / /J
eminents de l'epoque" (as exemplified in "Il convia pour cette ceremonie,

outre ses nombreux amis, les critiques 'eminents de l'epoque"), we shall

assume that the former constituent delimits a class relative to which the

remaining constituent is localised It is the case that the latter
constituent finds its location outside the class thus delimited.

Nevertheless, such a position does not prevent our constituent from getting

involved in the action specified by the predicative syntagm (". .il convia. .").

In short, the scope of the action "convier" is not restricted to "ses

nombreux amis", but extends to "les critiques eminents de l'epoque" as

well. As such, "outre" is more likely to turn into a synonym of "en plus

de"
# This is rendered in our
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description as "adjonction d'une entite qui dépassé les limites

d'une classe".

"Au delà de" as compared to "outre" deals with a location

which may take place in a spatial dimension as in "Ce chemin . .

y
au .delà d'Arqelouse" , or in the temporal dimension as in "Le lycee,

v_ y
au delà de mon temps d'epouse . . " , or in the abstract dimension as in

. une joie au delà de cette joie" . It is noteworthy that this

locaHon is achieved in terms of the "limites d'une sphere". The

item of experience to be located (namely: "une joie" as instanced in

"Je me dis qu'il existe une joie au delà' de cette joie"), stands far

outside the "limites" imposed by the entity delimiting the "sphere"

(namely: "cette joie"). The syntagm "dépassement des limites" is

aimed at capturing what appears as the common denominator of "outre"

and "au delà de". The differences between the two prepositions is

carried by the rest of the semantic features.
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SAUF

PREPOSITIONAL USAGES

;
(1) J'ai tout oublie de ce livre, sauf ce cri.

(Camus, pl86).

(2) Tout le monde a quitte la table-sauf elle . ..

(Mauriac, pli2).

(3) Nous, on allait roupiller dans l'herbe, sauf un . ..

(Celine, p44).

(4) Le rond des jumelles supprimait tout, sauf cet homme.
(Malraux, p!33).

(5) Pendant quatre jours, tout le monde s'est battu a Beyrout,
sauf l'armee.

(Le N.O. , n° 545, p48).

(6) . . et je n'avais rien appris a dessiner, sauf les boas fermes
et les boas ouverts.

(Saint-Exupéry, p414).
/

(7) Ma mémoire, la plupart du temps, est bonne, sauf pour les noms
(Le N.O. , n° 554, p67).

SEMANTIC FEATURES

Localisation

par rapport a
une classe.

Relation
3 exclusion.

"sauf"
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DISCUSSION

SAUF AND OUTRE

Although the grammatical sub-field of French prepositions is

rich in providing us with opportunities for opposing the preposition

y
"sauf" to others of roughly equivalent denotations (including "excepte,

hormis, a l'exception de, a l'exclusion de"), we preferred to deal

with "sauf" as being the most prominent of these and oppose it to

"outre" .

We think the denotation of "sauf" best captured in terms of the

following semantic features "localisation par rapport a une classe"

and "relation d'exclusion". It seems that the denotation of "sauf"

involves the local!galion of an item of experience with respect to a

"classe". This is not however true of "sauf" only. This, as a matter

of fact, appears to us as the common denominator of "sauf" and "outre".

When it comes to the localijahvn achieved by "sauf", the

members of the class relative to which the constituent designated as

the counter-domain of "outre" is localised are involved in a particular

event, while the entity designated as the counter-domain of "sauf" is

excluded from it.

Let us make this assumption clear through the instance "Tout
y

le monde a quitte la table - sauf elle" . The members of the class

designated as "tout le monde", are involved in the event predicated

as "a quitte la table". The entity "elle" is localaccording to

this class as being excluded from it. In other words, "elle" is the
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only member of the designated class to be excluded from taking part

in this action. This, as a matter of fact, brings us to the difference

in denotation which we assume to hold between "sauf" and "outre".

The entity designated as the counter-domain of "sauf" does not take

part in the event, while that designated as the counter-domain of

"outre" is involved, together with the members of the class according

to which it is localised in the event as predicated in the syntagm

where "outre" appears as a constituent.
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CONTRE

PREPOSITIONAL USAGES

. . /
(1) Les enfants seuls écrasent leur nez contre les vitres.

(Saint-Exupéry, p477).

(2) Il s'imagina la', les bras serres contre la poitrine . . .

(Malraux, p83).

(3) Rever ou lire? .. jeter encore son imagination, comme sa te te
contre un mur,...

(Malraux, pl4).

(4) Et, justement, le pick-up annonça Amar .. contre Perez ...
(Camus, p37).

(5) Je me sentis soudain très en colere contre mon pere.

(Sagan, p5 8).

(6) .. vous allez troquer votre personnage de fille des bois contre
celui de bonne "écoliere . . .

(Sagan, p75).

(7) Par 431 voix contre 267 .. Jean-Jacques Servan-Schreiber l'a
emporté contre Maurice Faure . ..

(Le N.O. n° 363, p37).

SEMANTIC FEATURES

/
Specification
d'une force

/
opposée
a"une autre.

Relation dans
une dimension

spatiale ou
abstraite.

"contre"
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/>

MALGRE

PREPOSITIONAL USAGES

. . y
(1) Vos secrets sortiront maigre vous.

(Montherlant, pl7 8).

(2) Maigre la grande nuit, on y voyait . . .

(Giono, p92).

(3) Maigre son calme, cette clairière ou ils devaient dormir vivait
d'une vie de piege . . .

(Malraux, pl03).

(4) Tu étais ma preferee, maigre ton sale caractère.
(Anouilh, pl42).

/ /-s. ) J(5) Il s'occupait de theatre et, maigre son état, restait
intéressant . ..

(Sagan, p57).

our que j
grand chose

(6) Maigre l'amour que j'ai pour la musique, je n'y connais pas

(Gide, p6 9).

lerches , je n

(Camus, p48).
(7) Malgré quelques recherches, je n'ai pu me passionner pour Cain.

SEMANTIC FEATURES

Relation d'une
action, d'un

c
procès ou

'état par rapport
a un empêche¬
ment potentiel.

"maigre"

Specification
de l'accomplissement
d'une action, d'un
procès ou "état
par rapport a une^
condition delimitee.
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DISCUSSION

J
CONTRE AND MALGRE

A way to achieve a comparison between the denotation of "contre"
J

and that of "maigre" can be found with reference to the "force" involved

in the relationships designated by these prepositions. "Contre"

involves a situation where a force is set off against another force

opposing it, be it in the spatial dimension as illustrated by our examples

"Les enfants écrasent leur nez contre les vitres", or les bras serres

A ^
contre la poitrine" , or " .. jeter sa tete contre un mur .. " , or " ... le

pick-up annonce Amar contre Perez", or in the abstract dimension as in

"Par 431 voix contre 267 . . " or "Je me suis mis en colère contre mon

pere" .

When it comes to the spatial dimension, the "force" can either

be static as in the following examples "contre les vitres", ". . contre

la poitrine" , or ". . contre un mur . . " , or dynamic as in the instance.

"Amar.. contre Perez". Even when static, the opposing force exerts

nevertheless its opposition to the force directed to it, by resisting it

from a static point in space as in our example ". . jeter sa tète contre

un mur" . As far as the abstract dimension is concerned, the force to

set off as opposing another may take different forms as in " .. 431

voix . . " , " . . le moindre grief . . " , and " . . en colère .. " .

;
The denotation of "maigre" also involves opposition to a "force"

V
where the difference lies in the fact that the denotation of "maigre" is

accounted for in terms of some other semantic features besides the notion
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"force" namely; the realisation of an action, a process or a state

on the one hand, and on the other hand, the obstacle which could

prevent these from taking place (in this sense we talk about

opposition as we did for "contre"). In our description, we refer to

this obstacle as "un empêchement potentiel". The obstacle appearing

as the counter-domain of "maigre" is opposed to the other term of the

relation, in a way reminiscent of the "literal" meaning of "maigre"

roughly paraphrased as "contre la volonté de" , or "contre le consentement

de", both opposed to "bon gre" . As shown in the example "Maigre la

nuit on y voyait", the presence of the night acts as a "force" potentially

capable of preventing the action of seeing from taking place. In all

cases, the obstacle involved in the relationship designated by "maigre"

is overcome.
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GRACE A

PREPOSITIONAL USAGES

(1) Perken essayait d'orienter sa jumelle grace au son ...

(Malraux, p!6 2).

(2) Au casino, grace aux manoeuvres de mon pere, nous perdimes vite.
(Sagan, p57).

^ c /
(3) ♦grace aux progrès de la medecine, on permet aux gens de

vivre plus longtemps . . .

(Le N. O., n° 279, p54).

(4) Tant que je marchais je ne les (les bruits) entendais pas, grâce au
bruit de mes pas.

(Beckett, p55).

(5) . . car en un instant elle "était revenue a elle, grace aux soins
prodigues aussitôt.

(Gide, pl44).
/ /\

(6) Vous recevrez des bons de requisition grace auxquels vous

pourrez disposer . . des charrettes cambodgiennes . . .

(Malraux, p44).

(7) .. le public, on le formera .. grâce a la multiplication des
animateurs culturels.

(Le N. O., n° 279, p35).

SEMANTIC FEATURES

Relation d'un
'événement par
rapport a la .

disponibilité
d'une condition.

Relation j
de causalité.

grace a
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FAUTE DE

PREPOSITIONAL USAGES

(1) Alors, faute de patience .. je griffonnai ce dessin-ci.
(Saint-Exupéry, p416).

(2) . . il s'epuise maintenant a maudire la force, faute de savoir
la maitriser.

(Camus, p70),
L

(3) . . car le parti au pouvoir ne semble plus savoir ou donner de
la tete, faute de tête.

(Le N.O., n°365 p l).
/ V.

(4) Faute de credits ou faute d'avoir su savoir faire a temps les
achats nécessaires, les musées français ont été longtemps très
pauvres en oeuvres de Picasso .. .

(Le N. O.,n°363, p58).
J ^

(5) Faute d'éducation .. la culture en est encore en France a l'heure
du "non-public".

(Le N. 0.,n° 279, p34).

(6) Il n'a pu partir en voyage, faute d'argent.

/ \ }(7) .. quantité de peintres .. souhaiteraient enseigner, mais,
faute de diplômes reconnus par l'Education Nationale, ne le peuvent.

(Le N. O., n° 279, p35).

SEMANTIC FEATURES

Relation d'un
/ s.
evenement par

rapport au
manque d'une
condition.

Relation
de causalité

"faute de"
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DISCUSSION

GRACE A AND FAUTE DE

The meaning-relation which holds between "graced" and

"faute de" is a relation of antonymy. Both prepositions act as relators

to an "evenement" as one term of the relation and a "condition" as the

other (it is worth noting that "evenement" here stands for what is
^ y

referred to as "action, procès ou etat" in other parts of our description).
/ v.

We have recourse to the notion "evenement" on the basis that an action,

a process and a state depend in some ways on a "condition" for their

occurrence. A further specification needs to be brought as to the

A ^
"condition" in question. For "grace a" the "condition" has to be

/ v

available to enable the "evenement" to take place effectively. The

"condition" expressed as "manoeuvres de mon pere" in our example

grace aux manoeuvres de mon pere, nous perdimes vite" is decisive
y v /\

for the outcome of the "evenement" stated as "nous perdimes vite".

A *-
A parallel situation has to be drawn between "grace a" and

"faute de" in the sense that the latter preposition supposes the reverse

situation whereby the "evenement" is to take place because of the

absence of the "condition". "Griffonner" as an "/venement" takes

place in the absence of the condition specified as "patience" in our

example ". . faute de patience .. je griffonnai ce dessin".
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vu

PREPOSITIONAL USAGES

(1) Vu la situation, cela valait mieux.

(2) Vu la chaleur, je voyagerai la nuit.

(3) Vu la quantité, ce n'est pas trop cher.

(4) On lui pardonne cette étourderie, vu sa jeunesse.

(5) Vu les circonstances, j'admets votre excuse.

(6) La recompense devrait etre plus grande, vu ses services.

(7) .. il (l'homme) ne peut aussi se conserver qu'a l'aide de son
semplable, .. vu sa faiblesse individuelle.

SEMANTIC FEATURES
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A CAUSE DE

PREPOSITIONAL USAGES

(1) C'est a cause de moi que tu pleures?
(Mauriac, p72).

(2) Cela ne faisait pas blanc, a" cause de la nuit .. .

(Beckett, p43).

(3) Ils ne pouvaient pas aller plus loin a cause de la mer.

(Céline, pl6).
v«.

(4) A cause des affaires de l'état, il me faut perdre mon enfant.
(Montherlant, pl43).

(5) Le lendemain fut pénible, sans doute a cause de whiskies de
la veille.

(Sagan, p63).

(6) Alors, on remarque .. qu'il n'y avait personne dans les rues,
a cause de la chaleur ...

(Celine, pl5).

(7) .. je l'avais vu si souvent heureux a cause d'une femme ...
(Sagan, p67).

SEMANTIC FEATURES

Relation d'un
fait a une

condition.

"a cause de"

î Relation de
î causalité.
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DISCUSSION

VU AND A CAUSE .DE

v_

We shall proceed now to the discussion of "a cause de". In

our quest for the denotation of "vu" we have come to the semantic

y / v

features "specification d'un evenement par rapport aux conditions

explicatrices" and "relation de causalité". The latter feature turns

/\ v v_
out to be the common denominator of "grace a" "faute de" and "a cause

de". In the case of "vu" the emphasis is placed on the nature of the

"condition" which may have an explanatory value ("explicatrice") to
/ v

the occurrence of the "evenement" besides its being stated as the

cause to the "evenement" itself. Therefore, we may assume that the

relation which holds between the relata "la chaleur" and "je voyagerai"

in the instance "Vu la chaleur, je voyagerai la nuit" is causal on the

one hand and that the relatum specified as the counter-domain ("la

chaleur") functions as the "condition explicatrice" to the subsequent

event "je voyagerai".

In our treatment of "a cause de" we shall insist on the fact that

this preposition seems to involve a "relation de causalité" of the most

neutral type holding between relata specified respectively as a "fait"

(the domain) and a "condition" (the counter-domain). In this respect

we regard the relatum "Cela ne faisait pas blanc" as a "fait (according

to our example "Cela ne faisait pas blanc, a cause de la nuit ")
/ \

rather than an "evenement", the latter being related to its cause specified

as "la nuit".
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It is the inherent value of the "condition" (or some aspects

of it) which seem to draw the distinction between prepositions such

as "grace a" and "faute de' on the one hand and "vu" and "a cause de"
A V.

on the other. We have insisted throughout our discussion of "grace a"

and "faute de" on the opposition between "disponibilité' d'une condition"

and "manque d'une condition" stated as the causes to the occurrence of
/ ^

an "evenement" and characterising the respective denotations of these

prepositions. In doing so, we are focusing on some aspects of the

condition (namely: its "disponibilité" and its "manque") while in the

case of "vu" and "a cause de" it is the nature of the condition

("explicatrice" versus neutral) which is of interest to us.

A few more words have to be said regarding the notion "fait" as

stated in the semantic feature of "a*cause de" "relation d'un fait a

une condition". It is true that the notion "fait" is often associated

with the "relation de causalité" (Hicks, 1979). However, we have

replaced it by the notion "evenement" in the case of other prepositions

(viz. "grace a", "faute de", and "vu") although these also involve a

"relation de causalité". This is mainly based on our assumption that

"a~cause de" stands in the highest position in the hierarchy with regard
a L

to "grace a", "faute de", and "vu" by virtue of putting into relation

notions in the widest sense possible such as "fait" and "condition"
;

on the one hand and "relation de causalité" on the other.
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SELON

PREPOSITIONAL USAGES

(1) Il m'est arrive de reagir selon l'ancienne loi ...
(Le N. O. n° 363, p72).

(2) . . elle agirait selon ce qu'exigeait sa famille .. .

(Mauriac, p6 2).

.(3) La demeusure est un incendie, selon Heraclite.
(Camus, pll5).

(4) Mais la terre était jetée sur lui, selon les rites.
(Anouilh, pl63).

(5) Il travaillait "d'arrache-pied", selon l'expression de sa mere,

(Mauriac, p32).

(6) .. selon les statistiques .. on comptait 2 193 300 chômeurs
inscrits a l'ANPE ...

(Le Monde, p4 ).

(7) J'enlevais souvent mes chaussures . . et puis mes vetements
extérieurs selon la temperature.

(Beckett, p41).

SEMANTIC FEATURES

"selon"

(relation de
conformité
par rapport
a un

paramétré).

"suivant"
(relation de
conformité

^

par rapport a
un paramétré).
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SUIVANT

PREPOSITIONAL USAGES

(1) .. il s'était dit suivant un raisonnement mathématique . . que
V., y \

s'il parvenait a écrire exactement comme son modèle, il
deviendrait . . un autre Theodore Bouchadu.

(Obaldia, pl39)

(2) .. ils (les exemples) doivent aussi indiquer qu'il existe une
sorte de liaison qui peut paraître différente suivant les
individus . . .

(Oppenheimer, pl8).

(3) Je m'étais impose ce devoir de consacrer quotidiennement un
peu de temps a Gertrude; c'était, suivant les occupations de
chaque jour, quelques heures ou quelques instants.

(Gide, p92).

(4) Il voyage suivant un itinéraire fixe a l'avance.

\ / ^
(5) Il joue le jeu suivant les regies deja assises.

i / » J \
(6) Suivant son habitude, il s etqit leve a 7 heures.

(7) Vous prierez suivant vos possibilités.
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DISCUSSION

SELON AND SUIVANT

"Selon" and "suivant" are, we believe, prepositions worth

treating side by side in our discussion for theCe seems to hold a

relation between the two. This we shall attempt to investigate.

As a clue to this tentative, we have stârted devising the
/ v.

syntagm "conformemement a" which we assume capable of conveying

the equivalent denotations of "selon" and "suivant". The latter

syntagm incidentally can be substituted in the majority of cases for

either preposition.

Following this assumption, the denotation of both prepositions

would emerge from the paraphrase "relation de conformité par rapport

a un paramétré", and enable us to launch the hypothesis that "selon"

and "suivant" are synonymous.

This being the case, the relata involved in the relation designated

by "selon" and "suivant" would have to coincide in terms of a
v- j /

"paramétré". In the instance "Mais la terre était jetee sur lui

selon les rites", the relatum specified as "la terre'était jetee sur lui"

would have to comply with the "paramétré" specified as "les rites".



)
AVEC (DISPONIBILITE)

PREPOSITIONAL USAGES

(1) Elle grattait la terre avec ses mains.
(Anouilh, pl70).

(2) .. j'ai réussi, avec un crayon de couleur, a tracer mon
premier dessin. /

(Saint-Exupéry, p411)

(3) Je regardai la chambre avec horreur.
(Beckett, p41).

(4) .. c'était une femme très séduisante .. avec un beau visage
(Sagan, pl9).

(5) .. il reclama un lit avec des draps blancs.
(Obaldia, pl3).

(6) Je me voyais deja vivant avec Cyril ...
(Sagan, pllO).

(7) .. mon ami s'en est aile avec son mouton.
(Saint-Exupéry, p422).

SEMANTIC FEATURES

Specification
par rapport a y

la disponibilité
potentielle d'une
condition ou

entite.

Relation de

marquer
l'accom pag )r\ e.(W etufc

"avec (disponibilité)"
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SANS

PREPOSITIONAL USAGES

(1) Que fera is-je sans toi?
(Sagan, p21).

(2) Ecoutez-moi sans m'interrompre.
(Gide, pl52).

(3) Soudain, une terreur sans borne l'envahit.
(Obaldia, p61).

(4) Une telle decision ne se prend pas sans douleur.
(Montherlant, p232).

(5) ce pays est sans eau . . .

(Giono, pl0 8).

(6) Salsbourg serait paisible sans Mozart.
(Camus, pl4).

. 7 A
(7) "Oui, il dit, moi, j'ai frappe sans etre juste .

(Giono, p63).

SEMANTIC FEATURES

J
Specification
par rapport a ^
la disponibilité
potentielle
d'une condition
ou entite.

Relation de
marquer le
manque.

sans
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DISCUSSION

/
AVEC (DISPONIBILITE) AND SANS

)

It is our assumption that "avec (disponibilité)" and "sans"

stand in a relation of exclusive antonymy with respect to their common

/ > y
hyperonym "specification par rapport a la disponibilité d'une entite

ou condition" .

The opposition of these prepositions is achieved in terms of

the positive and negative aspects which characterize the respective

denotations of "avec (disponibilité)" and "sans".

As to the circumstances surrounding an item of experience

involved in relations designated by "avec (disponibilité)" and "sans",

these are stated in terms of the availability versus non-availability of

an entity or condition surrounding an item of experience. This is what

we have attempted to capture by the direct hyperonyms as cited above.

These circumstances may involve the presence or absence of

an instrument in achieving an action as exemplified in "Elle grattait

la terre avec ses mains" or even an entity taking part to an action side

by side with another entity as in "Mon ami s'en est aile avec son

mouton" , or the mere presence of two entities side by side as in

"
. . une femme . . avec un beau visage . These are the relations we

aimed at characterizing in terms of the semantic features "relation de

marquer l'accompagnement" and "relation de marquer le manque" to define
/

respectively the denotations of'bvec (disponibilité)" and "sans".
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J
"Avec (disponibilité)" is, we assume, a homonym of "avec

(attitude)", the latter preposition we shall oppose to "envers" in a

subsequent discussion.
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ENVERS

PREPOSITIONAL USAGES

(1) Je m'étais habituée a sa nouvelle attitude envers moi . . .

(Sagan, pl20).
(2) Les enfants doivent être très indulgents envers les grandes

personnes.

;

(Saint-Exupéry, p422)

(3) Enfant cherie, comme je suis coupable envers toi, de n'avoir
pas su mieux te defendre.

(Montherlant, pl63).

(4) Cette association est indépendante de tout lien envers des
Etats ou des partis ou des organisations tierces.

(Le Monde, p!7).

(5) Mon pere, si j'ai mal agi envers vous, je vous demande de
me le pardonner.

(Montherlant, pl45).

(6)

(7)

/ y
.. et elle montrait plus de deference envers ses beaux-parents
que ne le faisait son mari lui-meme.

(Mauriac, pl07).

.. car je ne me dissimule pas que j'ai contracte de véritables
obligations envers elle.

(Gide, p88).

SEMANTIC FEATURES

Specification
de l'entite a

laquelle
s'adresse
une action

ou état.

Rapport
attitudinal,

envers
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AVEC (ATTITUDE)

PREPOSITIONAL USAGES

(1) Tu es trop faible avec -bon fils .. .

(Obaldia, p21).
/ /

(2) J'avais toujours ete bien aimable et bien poli avec eux.

(Celine, p21).

(3). Il faut que tu sois gentille avec Anne, patiente.
(Sagan, pl28).

/ /
(4) On 1 apprécié pour son amabilité avec les gens.

(5) Tu n'es guere aimable avec ton pere.

(6) Il est docile avec ses parents.

Relation
entre sujets
conscients.

(7) Il est dur avec toi?

SEMANTIC FEATURES

Specification
d'une attitude
s'adressant a
une entite.

"avec (attitude)"
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DISCUSSION

ENVERS AND AVEC (ATTITUDE)

In the following discussion, we shall be concerned with

contrasting the prepositions "envers" and "avec (attitude)". The
)

latter preposition we established as a homonym of "avec (disponibilité)".

In our characterization of the denotation of "envers", we shall

take the view that this preposition still bears some resemblance to

"vers". The latter preposition used to assume a double function:

its present day function in addition to that of "envers". (Brunot &

Bruneau, 1969, p399).

The denotation of "envers" involves relata identified as actions

or states on the one hand, and entities in general on the other. The

relationship expressed by "envers" brings these relata together in an

abstract attitudinal connection. We have attempted to capture this

denotation by devising the semantic features "specification de l'entite
*_ y
a laquelle s'adresse une action ou un état", and "rapport attitudinal" .

We can now specify the relation holding between "vers" and

"envers" , in terms of the common hyperonym "specification d'une

direction dans une dimension spatiale, temporelle ou abstraite" with

the proviso that the denotation of "envers" is fully restricted to the

abstract dimension in as much as it necessarily involves an attitude

directed at an entity.
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"Avec (attitude)", would equally involve as its denotation,

an attitudinal relation between entities, restricted to the type we

refer to as "sujets conscients".

Following this assumption, "avec (attitude)" would stand as a

hyponym of "envers", whose denotation extends to an a.ttitudinal

relation between entities in the widest sense possible.

Therefore, the denotation of "avec (attitude)", would emerge

from the product of its direct hyperonyms, one of which (the former)

would be a synonymous paraphrase of the denotation of "envers"

"specification d'une attitude s'adressant a une entite" and "relation

entre sujets conscients".

As to the relation holding between all three prepositions ("vers" ,

"envers" and "avec (attitude)" ), we shall represent it by the following

diagram:
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DANS (FUTUR)

PREPOSITIONAL USAGES

(1) "Nous partons dans une heure ..."
(Malraux, p27).

(2) Dans un instant, je serai mort . . .

(Montherlant, p233).

(3) .. dans douze heures, le soleil réapparaîtra ...
(Montherlant, pl43).

(4) Personne ne viendra dans les jours prochains . . .

(Le N.O. , n° 349, p22).

(5) Dans cent ans, cest-a-dire demain, il faudra recommencer.

(Camus, p54).

(6) Dans un moment, elle (la mer) va se retourner ...

(Camus, pl73).

(7) Dans cinq jours vous me direz si vous epousez l'Infante.
(Montherlant, pl48).

SEMANTIC FEATURES

Localisation
d'une action,
d'un procès,
ou d'un état
au point ou
prendra fin un

laps de temps

Relation de
coincidence
dans une

dimens ion

temporelle.

" dans (futur)"
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DANS (INCLUSION)

PREPOSITIONAL USAGES

(1) On me voit passer dans les belles rues savantes . . .

(Camus, pl67).

(2) . . je retiens vous croyez m'avoir surpris dans un instant de
faiblesse.

(Montherlant, p229).

(3) Il est vrai que nous sommes dans une epoque tragique.
(Camus, p72).

(4) Dans ce malheur dore, la tragédie culmine.
(Camus, pl07).

(5) Il pouvait etre dans les onzes heures de la nuit ...

(Giono, p75).

(6) Je sortis en bafouillant et descendis l'escalier dans une grande
confusion de pensées.

(Sagan, p27).

(7) Le berger qui a tenu le role de l'homme abaisse ses bras dans
un grand geste décourage.

(Giono, pl75).

SEMANTIC FEATURES

Localisation

par rapport
a un domaine.

Relation

d'inclusion.

"dans (inclusion)"
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DISCUSSION

DANS (FUTUR) AND DANS (INCLUSION)

We shall account for the denotation of the preposition "dans"

with reference to two quite different instances where this preposition

occurs as a constituent. Seemingly, we are, as we shall see, dealing

in both examples with some sort of locdlr^cthcm —in-time of actions.

In the context "Nous partons dans une heure", the preposition

"dans" carries the information that an action ("partir") is to take place

after a certain amount of time has elapsed. In short, this action will

take place in an hour's time. This would allow us to conceive of the

relatum "une heure" as a lapse of time with the end of which would

coincide the starting (or the "declenchement" ) of the action in question.

In this respect, we find it appropriate to characterize the denotation of

"dans" (which we label "dans (futur)" ), in terms of the following

semantic features "localisation d'une action, d'un procès, ou d'un

y <-
état au point ou prendra fin un laps de temps" and "relation de coincidence

dans une dimension temporelle".

Let us now examine "dans" as it appears in the instance

".. vous croyez m'avoir surpris dans un moment de faiblesse". It can

hardly be the case that we are also dealing here with the "declenchement"

of the action "vous croyez,m'avoir surpris . . " with respect to a moment

postponed till a future time, since this action is already taking place.

Even if we venture to put the predicate of the construction into the future

tense (vous croirez instead of vous croyez), we could hardly arrive at this
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understanding. Although we are actually dealing with the temporal

dimension ("un instant de faiblesse"), our temptation when faced with

such an example, is to ask "where (rather than when) does the action

take place?". We are well prepared to grant that, in this context, our

relata "un instant de faiblesse" and "m'avoir surpris", stand in a

relation of " incluant-inclue" respectively. We are, we believe,

dealing with two homonymous signs respectively labelled "dans (futur)"

and "dans (inclusion)". The latter preposition is assumed to carry the

semantic features "localisation par rapport a un domaine" and

"relation d'inclusion".

It is interesting to note that the syntagm "dans un instant"

remains ambiguous as to carrying one or the other denotation respectively

established for each homonym. In this respect, other constituents

appearing in the construction may be revealing as to the identity of the

homonym in question. It seems to be the case that the use of the

future tense or at best the present having the value of the near future,

often (if not always) cccurs with the preposition "dans (futur )".
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SUR (SUPERPOSITION)

PREPOSITIONAL USAGES

(1) La sueur coulait sur le visage de Claude . . .

(Malraux, p71).

(2) Je pris une cigarette sur la table . . .

(Sagan, pl23).

(3) Je m'arrêtai sur le seuil.
(Sagan, p55).

(4) Claude croyait trouver la carte^etendue sur une couchette .. .

(Malraux, p29).
/

(5) Il y avait, ranges en ordre sur trois rangs, des petits pots . . .

(Giono, pli).

, . / v v
(6) Perchee sur un rocher .. Constantine fait penser a Tolede.

(Camus, p93).

(7) L'autorité repose d'abord sur la raison.
(Saint-Exupéry, p442).

SEMANTIC FEATURES

r

Localisation

par rapport a
la superposition
ou a la

dependdnce d'un
support.

Relation de
coincidence
dans une

dimension

spatiale ou
abstra ite.

"sur (superposition)"
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y y
SOUS (INFERIORITE)

PREPOSITIONAL USAGES

(1) .. on passerait sous l'Arc de Triomphe.
(Celine, p30).

(2) Sous ses souliers de cuir, un roseau mort sans doute depuis
longtemps craqua . ..

(Malraux, p6 8).

(3) Je suis la, dit la voix, sous le pommier . . .

(Saint-Exupéry, p46 8).

(4) Chacun pris Grabot sous un bras.
(Malraux, pl21).

/
(5) C'était sous une grande treille de roses.

(Giono, pli).

(6) Mes draps étaient tièdes sous moi . . .

(Sagan, p47).

(7) Sous les histoires qu'il avait contées, l'argent glissait.
(Malraux, p25).

SEMANTIC FEATURES

Localisation

par rapport a
la superposition.

; >
"sous (infériorité)"

y
Relation
d'infériorité dans
une dimension

spatiale ou
abstraite.
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DISCUSSION

x y
Sur (superposition) and sous (infériorité)

In our discussion, we shall take the view that the French

language includes quite a number of homonyms of the prepositions

"sur" and "sous".

For the purpose of our discussion, we shall proceed to match

pairs across homonyms of "sur" and "sous", wherever these are found

to share denotational properties.

Let us label the first homonyms of "sur" and "sous" respectively

as "sur (superposition)" and "sous (infériorité)".

We assume the denotation of the latter prepositions to include as

a common semantic denominator the direct hyperonym "localisation par

rapport a la superposition". The locaachieved by our

prepositions is therefore relative to the superposition of items of

experience, be it in the spatial or the abstract dimension as exemplified

in "Je pris une cigarette sur la table", and "sous les histoires qu'il

av ait contees, l'argent glissait" .

In general terms, such a relation (superposition) may be viewed

in terms of levels located relative to each other in a hierarchical fashion

(higher and lower levels). The relation as denoted by either of the

prepositions may be looked upon from two points of view:

a) from the lower level with respect to the higher as denoted by "sur

(superposition)" ,

b) from the higher level with respect to the lower as denoted by sous

/ /
(infériorité).
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Such a symmetrical relation is best illustrated by the instance

"
.. la carte étendue sur une couchette" , where the substitution of

"sur (superposition)" fop "sous (infériorité)" highlights the respective

value of each preposition.

Nevertheless, it is not always the case that "sur (superposition)"

denotes a relation of "superposition", for there are clear cases to

refute this assumption "il y a une mouche sur le plafond" and "je compte

sur toi" . We assume "sur" in this case to involve the feature

"dépendance d'un Support". This, as it were, ends in making "sur

(superposition)", actually wider in denotation than "sous (infériorité)".
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SUR (STIMULUS)

PREPOSITIONAL USAGES

(1) Sa volonté de vaincre pesait sur Claude ...
(Malraux, p6 2).

(2) .. je faisais l'experience sur elle de mon dessin . . .

(Saint-Exupéry, p431).

(3) Ce rire, j'en avais vite reconnu les effets sur mon pere.

(Sagan, pl69).

(4) "J'en ai connu un, un nomme Martial de Reillanne qui avait sur
lui la malédiction de la bete.

(Giono, p35).

(5) La nouvelle a sur elle un effet de surprise.

(6) Le pouvoir du roi de France s'exercent sur plus de vingt
millions de sujets,

(7) Depuis qu'il est majeur ses parents ne peuvent plus rien
sur lui.

SEMANTIC FEATURES

Relation d'une

personne a un
stimulus.

/
Specification
de l'entité a"

laquelle
s'adresse un

stimulus.

"sur (stimulus)1
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SOUS (STIMULUS)

PREPOSITIONAL USAGES

, . y
(1) Sous chaque coup, une large écaillé sautait ...

(Malraux, p81).

(2) . . votre peau se gonfle sous la succion des terres inconnues.
(Giono, p41).

(3) Il écrivit sous la dictee une dizaine de phrases.
(Malraux, pl51).

(4) Eisa sous mes directives, aurait fait ce qu'il fallait.
(Sagan, p93).

(5) ..je me sentis succomber sous le poids de mes arguments.
(Sagan, p93).

y
(6) Celle du sommet, (la danseuse) sous une poussée assez forte,

tomberait . . .

(Malraux, p7 8).

(7) Il tremble sous la menace d'une arme.

SEMANTIC FEATURES

Relation d'une
entite à un

stimulus.

/
Specification de
l'entité' soumise
a^~un stimulus.

"sous (stimulus)"
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DISCUSSION

Sur (stimulus) and sous (stimulus)

In our view, the homonym of "sur" established as "sur

(stimulus)", puts in relation an entity (filling the counter-domain

position of the relation), at which is directed an item of experience,

the latter specified as a stimulus, and which results in affecting it

in some way. This denotation we set out to characterize in terms

of the semantic features "relation d'une personne a un stimulus", and

"specification de l'entite'a laquelle s'adresse un stimulus".

According to this definition, the relata specified as "Claude",

"mon pere", "elle", and "lui" (as they appear in our examples), we

shall regard as specifying the entities affected by the respective

stimuli they have been subjected to namely: "sa volonté de vaincre ",

"ce rire," ".. l'experience de mon dessin",

and "un nomme Martial de Reillanne" .

A great deal is, we think, gained from opposing, in our

discussion, "sur (stimulus)" to one further homonym of "sous" which

we have labelled "sous (stimulus)". We assume the latter preposition

y v.
to carry the semantic features "relation d'une entite a un stimulus"

(a feature shared with "sur (stimulus)") and "specification de l'entite
i

soumise a un stimulus" .

Accordingly, the entities: "chaque coup", "la succion des

terres", "la dictee", "mes directives", stand as the stimuli to which

have been subjected the entities "une large écaillé" "votre peau",

"il", "Eisa".



/ * /
SUR (SIMULTANEITE)

PREPOSITIONAL USAGES

(1) Un acte n'est rien sur le moment.
(Montherlant, pl74).

(2) Il devait "etre sur les deux heures après minuit . . .

(Celine, p5 8).

(3) Ils sont repartis vers Noirceur sur les huit heures .. .

(Celine, p56).
v. y

(4) .. cela fait plaisir sur le moment, mais après on est incommode.
(Beckett, p44).

(5) Il est arrive sur les deux heures.

(6) Nous arriverons a destination sur les cinq heures du matin.

(7) Nous serons a Naples sur les trois heures.

SEMANTIC FEATURES

"durant"
(Relation de^,
simultanéité
d'une action,

^d'un procès ou
état par^
rapport a un

laps de temps).

vers

(specification
d'une direction

par rapport af
une sphere
vaguement
délimitée).

y* >

"sur (simultanéité)"
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DISCUSSION

A >
SUR (SIMULTANEITE)

The temporal coincidence of an action, a process or a state

as achieved by "sur (simultanéité)", would take place with respect

to a lapse of time in itself vaguely delimited.

y >
If so, we would take it from the denotation of "sur (simultanéité)"

that it involves an action, a process or a state extending over a lapse

of time (similar to "durant"), a lapse of time whose limits remain

imprecisely drawn (similar to "vers").

The denotation of "sur (simultanéité)" would therefore emerge

from the overlap of the denotations of "durant" and "vers", as previously

established.

Consequently, we would characterize the denotation of "sur
/ A

(simultanéité)" in terms of the direct hyperonyms which are respectively

synonymous paraphrases of the denotations of "durant" and "vers".

Let us now examine briefly an instance of this usage of "sur"

as exemplified in "Ils sont repartis vers Noirceur sur les huit heures . . ." .

The event predicated as "Ils sont repartis is we assume, to

coincide with the lapse of time specified as "les huit heures". It is

worth pointing out, that the lapse of time in question remains imprecisely

specified as to its limits. All that is denoted in this case, is that our

relata meet at some point along the lapse of time thus delimited.
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Given that a relation holds between "durant" and "vers"

? >
via "sur (simultanéité)", and that "durant" is a hyponym of "pendant",

therefore a relation must hold between all four prepositions which we

shall represent by the following diagram:
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J /
SOUS (SIMULTANEITE)

PREPOSITIONAL USAGES

(1) Sous Anne Stuart il (Daniel Defoe) ira en prison.
(Le N.O. , n° 2 7 9, p3 7).

(2) .. sous la republique le parlement n'a aucune espece
d'importance ...

(Le N. O. , n° 2 7 9, p54).

(3) .. mis sur la touche .. sous Georqe 1er, il entame a soixante
. V-

ans sa vraie carrière.

(Le N.O. ,n°279, p37).

(4) Elle était une enfant sous le règne de Farouk.
(Le N.O. , n°547, pl7).

(5) Le cliateau de Versailles fut construit sous Louis XTV.

(6) C'est sous Charles X que la petite est née.

(7) La réunion du concile "Vatican II" fut décidée sous le
pontificat de Jean XXIII.

SEMANTIC FEATURES

"durant"
"Relation de
coincidence
temporelle d'une
action, d'un
procès ou état
par rapport a
un laps de
temps".

/ '
"sous (simultanéité)"
"déclenchement
d'une action, d'un
procès ou 'état par
rapport é un laps
de temps" .
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DISCUSSION

/
SOUS (SIMULTANEITE)

y /
This preposition we labelled "sous (simultanéité)", as being

one homonym of "sous", we shall regard as a paronym of "durant" with

respect to their common hyperonym "pendant".

The relations designated by "durant" and "sous", seem to

involve the coincidence of an action, a process or a state with respect

to a lapse of time.

The action "il en prison", as it appears in the instance

"
sous Anne Stuart, il (Daniel Defoe) iftt en prison", takes place during

the reign of Anne Stuart. This action (or the beginning of it) coincides

with the reign of Anne Stuart. We are thus dealing with the triggering

or the "déclenchement of this action." This denotation we attempted

to characterize by the syntagm "déclenchement d'une action, d'un

procès ou^etat simultané a un laps de temps" and by virtue of which we

assume "durant" and "sous" to stand in a hyperonymy-hyponymy relation.

"Durant" being itself a hyponym of "pendant" , we may represent the

relation holding between all three prepositions by the following diagram:
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SUR (MANIERE)

PREPOSITIONAL USAGES

(1) Mais rien ne s'accomplit non plus sur le mode d'un absolu
de la révolution.

(Le N. O. , n°363, p88).

(2) .. les professeurs faisaient leurs cours sur le plan voulu par
l'universite.

(Sartre, pl4).

(3) Perken avait parle sur un ton qui ne permettait pas de croire
a leur abandon .. .

(Malraux, p63).

(4) Elle chantait une chanson sur un air joyeux.

(5) La robe est faite sur mesure.

(6) J'ai cousu un chemier sur un modèle de Cardin.

(7) Il a toujours juge les gens sur la mine.

SEMANTIC FEATURES

y
Specification
de la maniéré

dont se
réalise une

action, un

procès ou
état.

Relation de^
conformité a

une norme.

"sur (maniéré)"
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DISCUSSION

y.
SUR (MANIERE)

In the following, we shall devote our attention to one homonym

of "sur " labelled as "sur (manière)", which bears as its semantic

/ L
features "specification de la maniéré dont s'accomplit une action,

un procès ou état" and "relation de conformité a une norme" .

It is apparently the case that the relata involved in a relation

denoted by "sur (manière)" would have to coincide according to a

certain "norm" .

In this respect, the nearest prepositions in meaning to "sur

(manière)" are the prepositions "selon" and "suivant", substitutable

by "sur (manière)" in some of the contexts where it appears as a

constituent.

It is worth bringing briefly into discussion one of the semantic

features set up in our description to capture the denotation of "selon"

and "suivant" and which incidentally^ brings the latter prepositions into

comparison with "sur (manière)", i.e. "specification d'un paramétré".

V
We regard the notion "paramétré" as being more general than

the notion "norme"; only in specific cases does the former notion imply

the latter.

The relation as denoted by "sur (manière)" involves relata, one

of which specifies that an action, a process or state is achieved

according to a norm that is specified by the other relatum.
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The event predicated as les professeurs faisaient leurs

cours" (as exemplified in ".. les professeurs faisaient leurs cours

sur le plan voulu par l'univers ite"), is carried out in a way which

has to comply with the norm specified as "le plan voulu par l'univers ite " .
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SUR (OPPOSITION)

PREPOSITIONAL USAGES

(1) .. les peupliers mêlaient leurs rafales de feuilles aux ..

bruits .. qui venaient . . sur nous .

(Celine, p23).

(2) L'organisation des officiers libres a pu se constituer . . et
foncer sur le palais avant qu'il soit alerte.

(Le N.O. n°349, p22).

(3) "Pourquoi marchent-ils sur le village ... ?"
(Malraux, pl61).

/ /
(4) C'était arrive sur moi .. .

(Giono, pl2).

(5) Les hommes du shérif tirent sur le meurtrier.
(Obaldia, pl45).

(6) Il rejette toujours la faute sur moi.

(7) Ils avancent sur nous a grande vitesse.

SEMANTIC FEATURES

"contre"
(spécification
d'une force

opposée a une
autre dans t»f|£
dimension

spatiale ou

abstraite).

"sur (opposition)"
(specification d'une

| force opposée a
une autre dans
une dimension

abstraite).
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DISCUSSION

SUR (OPPOSITION)

The discussion of the denotation of sur (opposition) would

take us, we assume, into that of "vers", in the first place and

subsequently to that of "contre" .

The substitution of "sur (opposition)" by "vers" in the context

"Pourquoi marchent - ils sur le village?", would shed light on the

intrinsic value of "sur (opposition)".

The movement denoted by "marcher" in the syntagm ". . marcher

sur le village" seems to be accompanied by hostile intent, (on part of

the group accomplishing the action, namely "ils"), while it remains

neutral in the context marcher vers le village". In this sense,

y y ^
we can talk about the features "specification d'une force opposee a

une autre" and "specification d'une direction dans une dimension

spatiale..." as respectively denoted by "sur (opposition)" and "vers".

When it comes to the relation obtaining between "contre" and

"sur (opposition)" we assume it is a hyperonymy-hyponymy relation.

The denotation of "contre" properly includes that of "sur

(opposition)", since it extends to the spatial and the abstract dimensions,

while that of "sur (opposition)" is restricted to the latter dimension.

The relation holding between "vers", "contre", and "sur

(opposition)" is represented by the following diagram:
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The example "Les hommes du sherif tirent sur le meurtrier",

has to be dealt with separately for, we here are neither dealing with

a prepositional, nor with an idiosyncratic usage of "sur". On the

understanding that "tirer" bears the denotation "to shoot", "meurtrier"

becomes identified as a target. Thus, the presence of "sur" in this

particular context is determined by both terms of the relation by

virtue of their respective denotations, that is, by "tirer" (shoot) and

a sign designating a target. As a matter of fact, "sur" is assigned

the status of a "concord feature" which appears in the context without

being the object of a separately relevant "choice" (i.e. as an

automatic concomitant of the surrounding context). This allows us

to treat "sur" not as a sign but as a dummy preposition.

Let uS compare the homonymous syntagms "tirer sur un sac"

(we refer to this syntagm as "syntagm one"), where "tirer" denotes to

shoot and "sac" designates a target, with the syntagm "tirer sur un

sac" (we refer to the latter as "syntagm two") where "tirer" denotes to

pull and "sac" designates the object affected by the force exercised on

it. In the latter case, "sur" is commutable'with, for instance, zero as

in "tirer sur un sac" versus "tirer un sac" (given that the identity and

denotation of "tirer" remain constant (i.e. to pull). In the former case,

however, "sur" is not commutable with any alternative (zero included) -

its presence, we may say is "parasetic" on the identity of "tirer" (shoot)

and the designation of a target. As such, we treat "sur" in "syntagm

one" as a dummy preposition whereas "sur" in "syntagm two" as a

genuine preposition.
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SUR (INTERET)

PREPOSITIONAL USAGES

(1) Personne ne peut écrire sur le vrai malheur . . .

(Camus, pl26).

(2) Et celui-Ia a raconte des histoires sur les étoiles .. .
(Giono, pl06).

(3) . . Je vais poursuivre .. mon enquete sur l'intellect de la famille,
(Sagan, pl5 8).

(4) Je me trompe un peu aussi sur la taille.
(Saint-Exupéry, p423).

(5) On^tait du même avis sur presque tout.
(Celine, pl7).

(6) Revenons sur un point important.
(Le N. O. n 363, p72).

/
(7) Je passe sur cette période . . .

(Sagan, pl67).

SEMANTIC FEATURES

Specification
d'un centre

d'intérêt.

Relation d'une
action, ou
'état en rapport
avec un centre

d"intérêt.

"sur (intérêt)"
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DISCUSSION

SUR (INTERET)

s /v.

We have established one homonym of "sur (intérêt)" whose

denotation is equivalent to that of "concernant" . Stylistic matters

apart, "sur" can be substituted for "concernant" in contexts where "sur"

appears as carrying this denotation. This being the case, "sur"

would bear as its direct hyperonyms "specification d'un centre

/ /v / /
d'interet" and "relation d'une action, d'un procès ou état en rapport

/ -V

avec un centre d intérêt".

In our example "Personne ne peut écrire sur le vrai malheur",

the constituent specified as "le vrai malheur" stands as the topic part

of the relation, while the remaining constituent "Personne ne peut

ecri're" may be viewed as the comment part of it.
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SUR (PROPORTION)

PREPOSITIONAL USAGES

(1) Sur 7.7 millions d'ouvriers, on compte, en France, plus de
deux millions d'étrangers.

(Le N.O. , n°279, p25).

(2) Sur ce total, (7.7 millions) 250, 000 seulement sont mensua lises.
(Le N. O. n0279, p25).

(3)' Il reste qu'en une journée le visage politique du Portugal a
change et que plus d'un électeur portugais sur trois est socialiste.

(Le N. O. n°547, p37).

(4) Je lui ai mis seize et demi sur vingt!
(Le N. O. n°363, p72).

(5) Une chance sur cent, je sais bien . . .

(Malraux, pl25).

(6) Je travaille un jour sur quatre.

(7) C'est un rectangle de huit pieds sur cinq.

SEMANTIC FEATURES

Rapport de
proportion.

Comparaison
de deux
mesures.

"sur (proportion)"
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DISCUSSION

SUR (PROPORTION)

We shall be concerned in this discussion, with what we

regard as one homonym of "sur", labelled here as "sur (proportion)".

This preposition involves as its relata two measures which

stand in a relation of "proportion" relative to each other, as clearly

exemplified in syntagms where "sur (proportion)" appears as a

constituent "sur 7.7 millions d'ouvriers . . plus de deux millions

d'étrangers" , "sur ce total, (7. 7 millions) 250,000", "plus d'un

électeurs sur trois" , "seize et demi sur vingt" , "une chance sur cent" ,

"un j our sur quatre" , "un rectangle de huit pieds sur cinq" .

This denotation, we have here attempted to characterize in

terms of the semantic features "rapport de proportion" and "comparaison

de deux mesures".
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SUR

IDIOSYNCRATIC USAGES

(1) J'écris lettre sur lettre.
(Obaldia, pl63).

(2) Sur ce, il nous quitta.

(3) J'ai perdu sur toute la ligne.

(4) Je l'ai lu sur le journal.

(5) Il est toujours sur ses livres.

(6) Vous vous payerez sur le surplus.
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sous

IDIOSYNCRATIC USAGES

(1) .. un dictateur turc imposa a son peuple, sous peine de mort
w / \ ————

de s'habiller a 1 européenne.
(Saint-Exupéry, p421).

(2) . . demandez a vos parents de vous rappeler sous un

pretexte quelconque.
(Montherlant, p!3).
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DISCUSSION

A AND DE

We shall in the following sections explain two quite opposed

views with reference to the respective denotations of "a" and "de" and

explain our reasons for holding one of these views.

The problem of homonymy is particularly acute for these two

prepositions, since in the course of describing them one is tempted to

establish as many homonyms of "a" and "de" as there are ranges of

meanings these prepositions respectively cover. This would take us

into establishing a long list of homonyms of each preposition. Yet,

regarding "a" and "de", we think the hypotheses of homonymy may be

refuted in the light of a number of cases of overlapping (as illustrated

below) encountered in the data. Overlapping has to be regarded as the

case where a number of putatively separate denotation classes turn out

to merge into one in given contexts, thereby abolishing the distinction

between them. As a result, the putatively discrete denotation classes

appear rather as one continuous denotation class.

It may be argued that the cases we regard as implying a refutation

of homonymy are merely instances of ambiguity whereby, in particular

syntagms (taken out of situational contexts), two or more denotation

classes compete with one another.

Be that as it may, our position is based on the opinion that

hypotheses of homonymy do not hold good with respect to "a" and "de"

as long as there are contexts in the language (viz. the various examples
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of overlapping provided in the discussions of the denotations of these

prepositions) where the putative denotation classes shade into one

another making the separate identity of each of these denotation classes

highly questionable. In our view, these denotation classes cannot be

treated as belonging to separate homonymous signs. Rather, we should

treat them under one and the same denotation class, although we admit

that each of these prepositions coversa very wide range of meanings.

The same strategy is adopted to deal with each of the prepositions

"a" and "de" with respect to the problems they raise. More than for

any other preposition, we are faced in our attempt to characterize the

respective denotations of these prepositions with the difficulty of finding

a common semantic denominator to the wide range of usages each of "a"

and "de" covers respectively. One way out of this difficulty lies in the

notion "rattachement" , for at one point that is what our prepositions seem

to denote. "Relation de rattachement" is incidentally the semantic

feature held in common by "a" and "de", and, by virtue of which, these

stand in relation of paronymy to each other. It remains to specify later

the type of paronymy. In our view, "relation de rattachement" is to be

understood as the situation whereby relata stand in a relation to each

other in the most neutral way. In this respect, we conceive of the notion

"rattachement" in the widest sense possible to cover the largest number

of the contexts in which our prepositions appear.

We shall proceed to the illustration of the various notions involved
v

in the denotation of our prepositions, starting by "a".
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Localisation: "au café elle se leva"

Destination: "Je ne suis pas digne de faire un trou a_ton billet"

Possession: "Notre voyage _a nous est .. imaginaire .. "

Maniéré: "Il revint_a_pas lents"

Obligation: "C'est une chose a_ faire"
/ v ^

Consequence: Il gele a_tout casser"
/

Cause: "A vivre ainsi, vous vous abimez la santé"

/ w

Quantification: "j'ai acheté une robe _a cent francs"

In the course of characterizing the denotation of the preposition

"a" we were initially prepared to establish at least three homonyms of

"a" namely: those concerned with "localisation", "possession" and

"destination" respectively. Yet, a number of revealing examples threw

light on the existence of overlap between the denotation classes of these

tentative homonyms which we originally established for "a". An

interesting case of overlap is instanced in "Il avait fait alors une grande

J ^ v

demonstration^un Congres International d'Astronomie" whereby the
w

syntagm . _a un Congres International d'Astronomie" can equally plausibly

be interpreted as the location of the action of " fcuce... " (in which case,

u ■>
the "congres" is conceived as a locus where the "demonstration" is to

take place), and as designating the recipient of that action (the "congres"

is, in this case, viewed as a group of people to whom the "demonstration"

is dedicated). The first interpretation of the syntagm deals with a

"localisation", the second with a "destination" but these do not constitute

dichotomous messages. We do not accept the suggestion that, in this

context, two ambiguous senses of "a" are in competition. On the contrary,
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"a" here means both "localisation" and "destination", with no

competition, or opposition between them. As it is, then, apparently

the case that the denotation classes of two of our original homonyms

shade into one another, we shall hold the view that instead of these

two homonyms we are in fact dealing with one and the same sign "a",

and consider the hypothesis of homonymy refuted on this basis.

An analagous case of overlapping (which in our view constitutes

a false trichotomy) arises in the prepositional syntagm "la cage aux

oiseaux" for which three different solutions are equally plausible. The

"cage" can be understood as the location of the birds, the possession of

the birds, or an object intended for the birds. Here again, we reject,

the alternative of setting up three different homonyms of "a" denoting

respectively "localization", "possession", and "destination". The

preposition "a" remains in this case fully indeterminate with regard to

these distinctions which do not compete with one another as ambiguous

senses, but are all three equally and simultaneously valid.

On the analogy of this case of overlapping, we shall see how the

notions "manière" and "possession" merge into one denotation via the

syntagm "La cage aux oiseaux" equally understood as the cage to which

belongs the relatum "les oiseaux", or the cage characterized by its having

the "oiseaux". Once again, far from "possession" and "manière" being

competing ambiguous senses, it is the sense of "possession" by virtue of

which the sense "manière" holds.

In the same way, we think the notions "quantification" and

"manière" to merge into one denotation class as shown by the syntagm
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"a deux on y arrive", understood simultaneously as specifying both

the manner in which the event "on y arrive" is achieved ("a deux") and

as specifying the number of subjects ("quantification") involved in the

performing of the action.

The preposition "de" seems, again, to cover quite a large range

of apparently heterogeneous notions as illustrated in the following:

Possession: "C'était la pleine epoque de transhumance"

Quantification: "J'ai vu une maison de_ cent mille francs" .

/ \ w

Prelevement: mets de 1 eau d hysope a rafraichir"
/ / /

Materialisation: "Le roi siegait habille de pourpre"

Localisation: "Vous entendrez siffler_d'en haut",
^ /»

Maniéré: "Il regardait les moutons cUun drôle d'air"

Moyen: "Le receveur .. fouette l'air cie son parapluie"

Agent: "Mon ventre "e ta it chatouille de ressauts"

Cause: "Une mouette tombe de solitude"

w

The form of argumentation we used for the denotation of "a" seems

to hold equally for that of "de". The context "L'oeuvre _de Rousseau"

raises a case of overlapping allowing us to interpret this syntagm

simultaneously as both "l'oeuvre" belonging to "Rousseau" (in which case

"Rousseau" is looked at as a possessor) and as "l'oeuvre" achieved by

"Rousseau" (in this case, "Rousseau" is viewed as the "agent" of what

is achieved). Under these conditions, merging the denotations "possession"

and "agent" together is strongly suggested.

/

Similarly, "materialisation" and "possession", merge into one

denotation via the syntagm "des voiles_de fer", in which the relatum "fer"
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is looked upon both as the substance out of which are made "les

voiles", and as the substance possessed by "les voiles". Once

again, there is no question of two competing (ambiguous) senses in

this instance, but of a case in which "materialisation" and "possession"

go hand in hand.

"Manière" and "agent" merge into one denotation via the syntagm

"un tablier borde de rouge" , in which "rouge" is looked upon both as the

quality attributed to "un tablier borde" and as the "agent" responsible
J

for the state of affairs as denoted by "un tablier borde".

"Maniéré" and "moyen", in turn, are found to merge into one

denotation via the syntagm "Le receveur fouette l'air _de son parapluie"

in which "son parapluie" is looked upon both as qualifying the manner

("manière") used for performing the action" fouette l'air", and as the

means for performing it.

y

"Quantification" and "materialisation", are found to merge into

one denotation, via the syntagm "un don de cent pieces or", in which the

relatum "cent piece or" is looked upon both as specifying the substance

which materialises the value as denoted by "cent pieces", and as

specifying the quantity of gold according to which the relatum "un don"

is assessed.

"Localisation", "manière" and "possession" merge into one

denotation, via the syntagm "une ville de rêves" , in which the relatum

"rêves" is looked upon at the same time as an entity which finds its

location in "une ville", a relatum viewed as a locus in this case, as a
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quality attributed to "une ville" (a town made out of dreams), and as an

entity possessed by "une ville" , relatum viewed in this case as a

possessor.

Again, "localisation" and "possession" are seen to merge into one

denotation via the syntagm "le coin de_ la rue", in which "la rue" is

simultaneously looked upon as the location of "le coin" and as the

possessor of "le coin" ("le coin" being specified in this case as the

entity possessed).

As to the relation holding between "a" and "de", we may now

specify it as being an overlapping paronymy, by virtue of the notions
W

"localisation, manière, possession, quantification, cause" found at the

overlap of these prepositions as shown in the diagram following this

discussion, and the feature "relation de rattachement" being the direct

hyperonym these prepositions have in common.

In conclusion, we may say that "a" and "de" hold rather particular

positions in the grammatical sub-field of French prepositions. Once it

is noted that for "a" the apparently heterogenous notions "localisation,
t -

maniéré, possession, quantification, destination", and for "de" those of

"localisation, manière, possession, quantification, agent, materialisation,

II

and moyen seem to shade ultimately into one another, we are prevented
v..

from establishing homonyms either in the range of "a" or in that of "de".
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relation de rattachement

■u

a OJ de

de Oj a

u
a n de

destination, obligation, con/eguenoe.
agent, materialisation, moyen, prélèvement

■S» 00sco<!<?iQri■ -"«"tiflcation, eau.idéalisation, maniéré, P
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CONCLUSION

The aim of structural linguistics is to describe language in terms

of relations. Having stated in the introduction that our approach is

embedded in structural semantics, it follows that we are primarily
«

involved in the same enterprise. Our task consisted of identifying

in the grammatical sub-field of French prepositions the types of semantic

relation established by Hervey. The ultimate stage of such analysis

would involve drawing a "hierarchical network" of semantic relations

i.e. a "pattern" (or a model for the semantic structure of the sub-field

of French prepositions) where each preposition falls into its place relative '

to others in the sub-field.

Although we have had to restrict the scope of our description to

a small set of prepositions, even the little we have achieved seems

promising as a step towards this goal, in as much as an embryo of the

network has emerged in the course of the analysis. Still it seems rather

premature to talk about such a "network" unless the description of the

whole sub-field is attempted and semantic regularities are

systematically established. Yet, we hope that the task performed on

the simple prepositions chosen from the sub-field would constitute a

basis for further research in particular the analysis of the semantic

properties of complex prepositions and eventually the construction of

an overall view of the sub-field of French prepositions.
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APPENDIX

SOURCES OF THE TEXTS CITED IN THE DESCRIPTION

Anouilh, Jean, Antigone, La Table Ronde, Paris, 1946.
/

Beckett, Samuel, Premier amour, Les Editions de Minuit,
Paris, 1970.

Benoit, Pierre, l'Atlantide, Albin Michel, 1919.

Camus, Albert, l'Eté, Gallimard, 1954.

Celine, Louis Ferdinand, Voyage au bout de la nuit, Gallimard, 1952.

Saint-Exupéry, Antoine de, Oeuvres, le Petit prince, Gallimard, 1953,

Gide, Andre, la Symphonie pastorale, Gallimard, 1967.

Giono, Jean, le Serpent d'étoiles, Grasset, 1933.
/

Malraux, Andre, la Voix royale, Grasset, 1930.

f \
10) Mauriac, François, Therese Desqueyroux, Grasset, 1927.
11) Montherlant, Henry de, Théâtre, la Reine morte, Gallimard, 1954.

12) Obaldia, Rene de, les Richesses naturelles, Grasset, 1970.

13) Oppenheimer, J. Robert, la Science et le bon sens, Gallimard, 1955.

14) Sagan, Françoise, Bonjour tristesse, Rene Julliard, Paris, 1954.

15) Sartre, Jean-Paul, Pingaud, Bernard, Mascolo, Dionysos,
du Role de l'intellectuel dans le mouvement révolutionnaire,
Eric Losfeld, Paris, 19 71.

NEWSPAPERS

1) Le Nouvel Observateur, (n363, 349, 545, 547, 554, 279).

2) Le Monde, n° 12175, 18 au 19 Mars, 1984.
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